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Zenabaloo: When life itself makes a joyful disturbance in the midst of
endless peace.
Zenability: The capacity to surpass one’s capacities, without
engaging any particular capacity.
Zenable: Of anything that can be undone to reveal its greater nature
to itself.
Zenable: To encourage realization among others, by doing nothing to
prevent it.
Zenaby: A song in the heart of the child that mothers its own birth.
Zenace: The fire that heats the rest of the fire it comes from.
Zenache: The flair and charm attributed to any form cloaked in its
native invisibility.
Zenachronism: Anything that occurs to itself, as it might not yet have
occurred elsewhere.
Zenachusetts: The state of being where pilgrims land on the shore of
their own reality to be welcomed by what is native within them.
Zenachute: What one takes to get down from the sky, where the sky
reaches all the way to the ground.
Zenacing: The terrifying look of freedom in the face of approaching
reality that masks its own joyful nature.
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Zenacity: The ability to get, and to keep, an open-handed grip on the
ungraspable.
Zenaconda: What can wrap itself around whatever is within its reach
and lives in the river like water does.
Zenactive: To be busily at rest.
Zenacuated: Of those who are removed from the torrential
downpour by an even greater flooding.
Zenacular: Of the casual language of everyday life, as spoken within
the informal heart.
Zenaculous: Of the nature of the extraordinary, where nothing is not
extraordinary.
Zenada: Where the lower states of mind live in the province of an
overview.
Zenadays: Around now.
Zenadelphia: The city of otherless love.
Zenadem: A crown placed on a head of state who announces his
supremacy by bowing before all.
Zenadigm: The archetype of nothingnessfrom which all forms of
nothing take their example.
Zenadillo: A naked creature, armored against its own rigidity.
Zenadise: The moment, within this heaven, that dissolves heaven of
its boundaries.
Zenadox: The same as one thinks, identical to what one doesn’t think.
Zenadu: The Land of Zenchantment.
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Zenaesthete: One, who from within love, sees the art of love, while
remaining sensitive to the artlessness of love.
Zenaesthetic: One who appreciates the exquisite beauty of whatever
it appears to be.
Zenaganda: Information that promulgates stillness, in its hearty and
glowing silence.
Zenager: One who is placed in command of completed work, to see
how it comes out.
Zenagnostic: One who passionately carries the absence of a belief.
Zenagon: The very best example of being who one is that can be
found.
Zenagulate: To make a solid form from no form at all.
Zen-a-hand: To help others to become divinely self-centered, by
holding out one’s acceptance.
Zenal: Of the commonplace nature of the highest, deepest, and
widest divinity.
Zenalagenous: Of the glue that binds one to freedom.
Zenalysis: What one goes into, to get out of, self-examination, while
waiting for the answer to become manifest in the moment of asking.
Zen-aleck: One who cuts up emptiness, into little pieces, for sport.
Zenalism: The barefaced truth and a mask of the truth appearing as
one.
Zenalist: Someone with good penmanship, who takes notes like a
composer.
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Zenalistic: Of the acceptance of what is, as it is.
Zenallel: The equal reality, compared to the identical reality.
Zenalog: Where one looks for the goods that may or may not be
found in the marketplace.
Zenalogy: The matching of the incomparable and the dissimilar.
Zenalories: Energy within the bodiless self, greater than the body can
burn.
Zenalulu: A pacific place to lie still on the sandwhich islands form.
Zenalyze: To apply all the powers of the mind to discover its
mindless origin.
Zenamel: A transparent surface that enhances the surface beneath it.
Zenamid: A place for pharaohs to let go of who they are, one last
time.
Zenana: In a split, the ingredient that makes it whole.
Zenana: Something about which everything is appealing.
Zenance: A subtle shade of non-difference.
Zenancholy: A feeling of sadness no longer being present.
Zen-and-seek: A game of looking for what’s hidden in plain sight.
Zenow-and-then: How all of eternity appears, from moment to
moment.
Zenange: What can be eaten whole or sliced or squeezed, and still
rhyme with nothing.
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Zenanimate: Rampant, active presence playing possum, like
molecules in a tree.
Zenanity: Any lightheartedness that illuminates the heart from
within.
Zenanoia: The feeling that it can’t get any better than this perfection.
Zenantee: That which promises that one’s investment will be
returned, when one takes it home.
Zenaphor: Whatever becomes, in a becoming way, what it comes
from.
Zenaphore: What one waves to attract one’s attention away from
oneself, so one can pay better attention to oneself.
Zenaplegic: One who can’t move his extremities but can move
mountains in moderation.
Zenapult: A device for tossing out great masses of self destruction.
Zenaract: That which increases vision by losing sight of the object.
Zenaraderie: A sense of brotherhood in the recognition of there being
no separation between the members.
Zenaranth: An imaginary flower that is never thought of.
Zenarchy: A system of governance where no one is absolutely in
charge.
Zenarctic: Where latitude and longitude converge in the land of
polarity.
Zenario: Emptiness, that is full of drama, with a cohesive beginning
in the middle that resolves in a lasting endlessness.
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Zen-around: To go about teasing the truth to reveal itself in a
moment of serious play.
Zenarrhea: The uncontrollable flow of illusion into and out of reality,
and vice versa.
Zenasty: A ruling order that is long-lasting, because of its unlimited
freedom.
Zenatelic: Of one who has collected the stamp of approval in the
heart.
Zenateur: One who is in it for the love of is.
Zenatic: One who is obsessed with detachment, that is, one who can’t
put detachment down and won’t let go of it.
Zenatomy: The study of the body of thought that disappears, upon
close examination.
Zenator: One who makes laws that cannot be broken, except in their
observance.
Zenatorium: An intimate space with unlimited seating.
Zenatribe: An unrelenting assault on the unacknowledged self by
unspoken love.
Zenatritionist: One who knows how much one can take in, without
giving out, while giving out, without being taken in.
Zenattoir: A slaughterhouse for the rendering of beastliness.
Zenature: The name on an autographed air guitar.
Zenaurant: Where one is made full by discovering one is the patron,
the chef, and the entree.
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Zenazon: One who is powerful, even when one is being comical.
Zenbacker: One who converts his own defens into an offense, by
being on the ball.
Zenball: A game played in the heart by competing teams of laughter
and mirth.
Zenbandonment: The unrelieved feeling that no one has left one
alone.
Zenbarcation: The arrival that occurs at the moment of setting forth.
Zenbarrassment: Standing naked in the public square, encircled by
those who admire one’s finery.
Zenbasco: A strong spice to stimulate the sensitivity of unconscious
thought.
Zenbased: Of what comes from, and depends on, nothing but itself,
to become nothing but itself.
Zenbassadors: Those sent forth in good graces and received by the
good graces they serve.
Zenbastic: Making a great sound and fury, signifying something of
nothing.
Zenbatable: Of a potential conflict that inherently resolves itself.
Zenbatant: One who defeats his enemies by recognizing the peace
that already exists between them.
Zenbauchery: Actions which defy decorum in their excess of
moderation.
Zenbeams: Particles of light, in search of their destiny.
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Zenbearance: Self-restraint, brought on by remaining in boundless
selflessness.
Zenbecue: To cook effort, until it becomes well done.
Zenbedded: To be at rest among those who sleep with their covers
off.
Zenbeing: The time of one’s life, with no regard to time or one’s life.
Zenbelievable: Of what can be taken at faceless value.
Zenbent: Of a strong tendency toward single-pointed directionlessness.
Zenber: The cry of recognition, when a tree falls in the forest, and no
one is there to hear the shout.
Zenbernate: To be still and rest, during long periods of awareness.
Zenbesity: Of one who is over weight, as one who is over a bad
relationship.
Zenbestos: Whatever is no longer necessary to keep the outside from
affecting the inside.
Zenbezzle: To appropriate, with persistence and diligence, the riches
kept within the vault of one’s own being.
Zenbian: One who is drawn to others who are identical to one’s own
otherless self.
Zenbibe: To drink it in, until one is out of it.
Zenbibe: To consume one’s spirit, without opening one’s mouth.
Zenbient: The context of absolute reality; as in the air next to the air
within the air that surrounds it.
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Zenbiguous: Of an action or state of being, so near any other action
or state of being, it is closer to the real than what it is near.
Zenbination: The coming together of oneness and the state of its
acceptance.
Zenbitten: Of one who is precipitously self-realized.
Zenblem: Any design emblazoned on the empty heart.
Zenblique: A slant, an angle, a way of seeing the center from the
inside out.
Zenblooded: Said to be true of any vein ego, when it goes with the
flow.
Zenblown: The effect of the winds of eternity on waves of everlasting
peace.
Zenbolish: To make unwelcome all thoughts of exclusion and denial.
Zenbone: To remove the internal structure of whatever is missing.
Zenboozle: To pull the wool off someone’s eyes.
Zenboratory: Where one conducts experiments by discovering the
results before conceiving the proposal.
Zenborne: Of the seed carried aloft in the flowering heart.
Zenbotic: Of a model of a model of itself.
Zenbound: To realize one’s goals by seeing that one has always been
looking forward to a race that’s already been run.
Zenboveboard: How getting down to basics is on the up and up.
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Zenbow: A refraction of enlightenment, above the endless horizon of
time.
Zenbox: A means of making silence sound even better.
Zenboy: A young hero who saves the day that time forgot.
Zenbrarian: One who has found where knowledge has arisen and
makes that source available by leaving it intact.
Zenbrasion: A self-healing blow to the ego.
Zenbreaker: One who has been arrested between thoughts and can’t
get out of its unbarred freedom.
Zenbreaking: A ceremony that requires all who attend it to
commemorate their good standing, right where they are.
Zenbrella: A shelter from the reign of terror that blows away in the
air.
Zenbreviated: Of the loss of time in timelessness.
Zenbrid: The unlikely combination that forms in any perceived
duality.
Zenbridge: How one gets from one kind of separation to another,
while swimming in what flows between them.
Zenbrogate: To repeal the laws of a banana republic by not slipping
on its skin.
Zenbroidery: A decorative addition to what is well-couched in one’s
living room.
Zenbryo: Stillness, impregnated with being, in the womb of life itself.
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Zenbu: What one is told to do, when telling oneself what to do is
unexpressly forbidden.
Zenbub: A commotion at the center of stillness; as creation is to its
origin.
Zenbuilt: Of the construction of temporary versions of the
indestructable.
Zenbullient: Brimming over with emptiness.
Zenbuoyant: Able to keep one’s head above water, while drowning
one’s sorrows.
Zenburbia: That part that keeps going as far as the eye can see as
long as one can still see the center.
Zenburger: Fast food that fills the appetite to its disappearance.
Zenburnt: Of one caught in the bright glare of one’s own heart.
Zenbuster: One who chases the spirit, until it becomes a ghost of
itself.
Zenbustible: Of what may be put to flame by discarding retardant
thought.
Zencabulary: Language that has lost its old meaning and doesn’t care
to look for it.
Zencake: What provides its own griddling, until it is soaked in
sweetness.
Zencalator: An endlessness that goes up and down, while going
round and round, while remaining in its tracks.
Zencality: Wherever.
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Zencameral: Of any lawmaking body, undivided into equal
chambers.
Zencandescence: The afterglow of the surrender to self-recognition,
as sunlight is to the sun.
Zencano: An eruption, from deep within, that encounters itself at the
surface.
Zencapella: A way of singing in harmony with stillness.
Zencapitate: To remove the head of a pin so more angels can dance
in the eye of the beholder.
Zencarnation: Ongoing life, as it is recognized by the form it takes.
Zencarnation: How form arises from its original being in emptiness.
Zencartes: A philosopher who says, “I think, therefore I think that I is
who I am is.”
Zencase: A way to transport one’s belonging back home again.
Zencasionally: How often the absolute puts in an appearance.
Zencasm: To make sport of how any part of the identical whole can
be turned against any other part of the identical whole.
Zencast: Of the direction the eyes are turned, that betrays an attitude
of indwelling-outwardness and outdwelling-inwardness.
Zencaster: One who spreads the wordlessness.
Zencateer: Whoever is for one in the all, and all in the one.
Zencatenation: Events piling up on each other, until everything
collides into the moment of itself.
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Zencatessen: Where sliced baloney is a delicacy.
Zencathlon: A contest made up of separate contests, won by the one
who is uncontested in the acceptance of victory.
Zencave: The shape of the self, in any willful act.
Zenccyx: Where the vestigial but was once thought useful.
Zence and Zencess: The children of royalty, i.e., those who admit
their direct lineage to the throne of their heritage in being who they
are.
Zencealment: How the truth is made self-evident.
Zencebo: A little nothing of the mind, that passes as true emptiness.
Zencedent: Whatever leads to what follows in the continuous flow of
what is.
Zenceedings: What passes for the events of the day, when the day
has become more real than whatever occurs within it.
Zenceipt: A recognition of the full purchase of the self.
Zenceited: One who loves oneself, by forgetting who one is and
discovering who one is, in one’s own personal absence, in the
moment of one’s being who one is.
Zencel: To reverse the process, of ordering more that one desires, by
accepting more than one thought one had.
Zencelain: A translucent covering that passes as an opaque surface.
Zencellation: The sudden realization that all one’s ideas are no
longer in effect.
Zencelona: Where the reign of pain falls mainly in the vain.
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Zencendental: Of the rising above the unsurpassable, by reclining
into the reality of itself.
Zencendiary: Of one who promotes spontaneous combustion in the
heart.
Zencensed: Of the stirring up of absent contraries, in the empty pot
of thoughts.
Zencensus: What can be counted on to add up to everyone.
Zenceny: The accidental theft of the heart by those who erroneously
thought they owned it to begin with.
Zenceptacle: Where one puts what one receives, when one stops
putting and receiving.
Zenception: As in that part of the ocean, that the ocean needs to
confirm its identity as ocean.
Zenception: What follows the wedding of opposites, as they begin a
life of having themselves in common.
Zenceptional: Of that which is better than everything and no better
than nothing.
Zenceptualize: To imagine the true nature of being without
imagination.
Zencerity: When there is no other meaning to I Am than being the
one who cannot be called by a name.
Zencertina: A squeezebox that slips through the fingers, i.e., the
sound of music in one’s hands.
Zencerto: The presence of silence that precedes, envelops, encloses,
and includes music, without a single note being struck.
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Zencess: The way into where nothing is out of it.
Zencessor: One who follows the past with one’s presence.
Zencessory: What accompanies the truest reality, hand in glove in
leather.
Zencestor: Who one’s great grandchildren will be calling by one’s
name, when their innate reality is its better example.
Zenchalance: A devil-may-care sense of salvation.
Zenchandise: The parts of awareness made available at a one-time
cost of everything one owns.
Zenchant: Rising above oneself in effortlessness.
Zenchanted: Of one who has been awakened from a deep sleep, as
one who has fallen into an abiding trancelessness.
Zenchard: Where all the trees bear fruit for those who bear their own
fruition.
Zencheck: A blank note offered in payment for the purchase of a
truth beyond value.
Zencheivous: Of one who upsets the apple-cart by keeping the
doctor away.
Zenchelor: One who is celebrated, by becoming unengaged to the
idea of the other.
Zenchequer: A treasury where the release of one’s holdings increases
one’s worth.
Zencher: One who has a big spread in the wide open spaces and is
fenceless against the plain truth.
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Zenchestra: The coming together of parts to a unified whole in the
heart of one’s performance on the stages of life.
Zenchine: A bucket of bolts of lightening.
Zenchismo: The brazen presence that comes from being full of one’s
Self.
Zenchitis: An infectious joy in the throat, caught between thoughts.
Zenchmark: How to tell where one is, when one is located in the
unmapped center of oneself.
Zencholia: A deep feeling of sadness that never comes, and when it
does, it goes.
Zenchor: The last thing one drops when one’s worship comes in.
Zenchovy: A native denizen of the salty essence, that finds itself in a
combination slice of life.
Zenchure: An introductory pamphlet to thought-free beginnings.
Zencidental: Anything partial to everything.
Zencidental: Of whatever becomes less than significant the more it
seems to be significant.
Zencidity: A sharpness that eats away at hunger.
Zencient: Of anything that’s older than time.
Zencierge: One in charge of supplying wants, needs, and desires to
the completely satisfied.
Zenciful: Delightful, playful, as a candle that flickers from inferno to
conflagration.
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Zencil: A tool for transmitting thoughts, whose point is easily erased,
when in doubt.
Zenciliatory: Of the willingness of surrender to open its heart to any
who come near it.
Zencility: The special skill that’s due to what accrues to what ensues
out of the blue.
Zencillus: A cone-shaped form of one of the smaller forms of the
physical form of the formless.
Zencimer: A rectangular instrument, on which to play the music of
the spheres.
Zencipality: A large entity, with a population of one, that can be
found on every map.
Zencipher: To discern meaning by going back before any sense of
meaning has yet to occur.
Zenciplinarian: One who lays down the law of diminishing returns
and refuses to pick it up again.
Zencipline: How the shapeless is brought into shape in the exercise
of its birthright.
Zencistency: Everywhere one goes, there one is, being as one is.
Zencite: To rise above any field, by opening the causeway to and
from its center.
Zenclamation: The taking back of the never lost.
Zenclaration: Reality speaking, for no apparent reason, in the ear of
no one in particular.
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Zenclemency: Of the clouds opening to the moment of their
thunderous reign.
Zenclipse: When a body passes in front of another body that
generates or reflects light, so light appears to be extinguished, where
it remains as bright as ever.
Zenclivity: A talent for having no tendencies outside one’s fullblooded predisposition.
Zenclone: A mighty wind that blows away its own debris.
Zenclopedia: The library of knowledge in one’s limitless volume of
wonder.
Zenclusion: An ending that meets one with open arms and
immediate acceptance.
Zenclusion: What one comes to, after one has arrived, while
remaining in anticipation of its arrival.
Zenclusionary: Of any individual or group that enthusiastically
defines itself without structure, format, or bylaws.
Zenclusive: Of any list that is automatically autobiographical to
whomever reads it.
Zencoction: A mixture of spiritual advice, that dissolves into the taste
of the real.
Zencognito: Of anyone who is self-identified as Mind or Body or
both.
Zencoil: To assume the shape of something one might otherwise
reject, so it gets in the best shape of one’s life.
Zencolic: Peaceful, as the grazing land of the heart attuned to its own
inherent reality.
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Zencollar: An enclosure that rings the neck of despair with no starch.
Zencolored: Of anything which belongs so well, that wherever one
puts it, it can’t be separated out.
Zencolyte: One who lights a candle in the service of light itself.
Zencom: A way of speaking, in the present, to someone who may be
present, presently.
Zencomber: One who wanders the ocean side of the shore collecting
waves in the return to their home.
Zencombobble: To confuse or throw others off balance by being
lucid and balanced, oneself.
Zencome: What is proffered at the open house of the spirit, to all
those who come to stay.
Zencommodation: The luxurious room in the roomless heart, a
penthouse suite with endless stories above and below it.
Zencomplice: One who helps one to do nothing to perfection.
Zenconscious: To become awake, without alarm, in no time at all.
Zenconspicuous: Being invisibly, unavoidably, and inescapably
obvious.
Zen-control: The state of being at a loss to contain the unlimited
within its own natural boundaries.
Zenconventional: Of one who deliberately tries to act the same as no
one else.
Zencord: A way to cross from one end of the ocean of the self to the
other, like the atmosphere of the air.
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Zencordance: An unlimited list of words with identical meaning at
their root.
Zencording: Sending and receiving timeless messages, in time, and
on time.
Zencordingly: Of the connection to the innate authority of the
unborn thought.
Zencorn: A part of something that never falls far from it, that
becomes something that becomes itself, that becomes a part of itself,
that never falls far from it, that is itself, in every way it is.
Zencosis: A senseless state where the senses are lost and found to be
in perfect working order.
Zencosity: The relative density of being and non-being.
Zencoteque: Where dancing never stops, even when it goes out of
style.
Zencount: A lowering of charges, to reduce interest in buying
something one already owns.
Zencounter: A chance meeting between thought and non-thought on
the road to happiness.
Zencover: To reveal the hidden nature of transparent reality.
Zencracker: One who finds the door ajar.
Zencraft: An outer conveyance to inner space, an inner conveyance to
outer space.
Zencraft: The innate skill of the zenless.
Zencrament: The holiest of holies, a breath, unbroken by ceremony.
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Zencremental: The gradual advancement of one’s presence upon the
moment of its realization.
Zencrepancy: An apparent error in the separation of forms, resolved
by the discovery of the nature of appearances.
Zencret: What can only be told to one who is familiar with the source
of its knowledge.
Zencrete: A solid foundation for the real estate of one’s inherent
inheritance.
Zencretive: Of one who can hold his tongue with expressive clarity.
Zencrifice: The giving up of self-denial, in order to set an example for
oneself.
Zencrimination: Showing favoritism to each and every one, without
exception.
Zencroaching: Of the truth, sneaking up on itself, within one’s
awareness.
Zencrobat: Whoever can stay grounded, while flying through the air
with ease.
Zencrobe: A minute form of life, that divides itself among all others.
Zencrophiliac: One who loves death with an undying love.
Zencrowave: A quick way to cook one’s goose, so one can taste the
meat of one’s existence all the sooner.
Zencruit: One who has volunteered to be the one present.
Zenctuation: A non-existent pause to indicate all communication
grounded in stillness.
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Zencuit: What goes around the center of the perifery.
Zenculation: The process of appreciating the lack of difference
between the whole and the sum of its parts.
Zenculation: What is required to dissolve the unsolvable into a
solution of incalculable understanding.
Zenculinity: Of the gender of being that is inclined to raise the lid to
let what remains pour forth.
Zencultism: The disbelief in sorcery by any which doctor who
practices it.
Zencumber: To offer up, to all, the burden of unrestricted autonomy.
Zencumen: The wisdom to know better than one’s knowledge would
indicate.
Zencumentary: A film, a tissue, gossamer, a play of light and shadow
on a screen, a life story, true to its fiction and its reality.
Zencumnavigate: To encircle all that is, while returning to one’s
beginning.
Zencumstantial: Of evidence that may free one from the threat of
continued imprisonment.
Zencumstantiate: To validate, as the inherent nature of everything
validates the inherent nature of anything.
Zencumulating: How the unbounded moment piles up on itself.
Zencund: Of the fertility of emptiness to impregnate everything it
gets into.
Zencuperate: To be still, long enough to be one’s old self, in every
way one has never been better.
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Zencupy: To take up residence at home in the heart of who one is.
Zencur: To agree to such a degree that any thoughts of agreeing or
not agreeing are equally agreeable.
Zencurable: Of what can’t be made better than perfectly healthy.
Zencusation: How silence, standing before stillness, answers the call
for quiet, with no comment.
Zencussion: A blow to the head that causes a swelling in selfrecognition.
Zencut: How one takes a little off the top, so the top is free to rise to
one’s full stature.
Zencycle: Any set of wheels that create continuous revolution upon
themselves.
Zencycle: The process of rinsing away what clings.
Zencycle: What accumulates at the highest point and continues to
accumulate lower and lower, until it forms, at the lowest point, that
which points to the broadest, widest, fullest reality.
Zencyclopedia: The volume of one’s inherent wisdom that is greater
than the volume of one’s capacity to learn.
Zendearment: An expression of the fondness in one’s heart for love
itself.
Zen d’etat: The attempt to take over the state of one's being by
surrendering to the coupde grace.
Zendactyl: A prehistoric flying beast, with a taste for poetry, who
lives in the lore of epic imagination, and still scans, in the present.
Zendage: The whole cloth of the unbroken self.
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Zendagio: The dance of light on the surface of the sun.
Zendallion: Something awarded in recognition of the self-recognition
that doesn’t care for recognition of the self.
Zendalous: Of the radical behavior of those who no longer believe
their behavior defines who they are.
Zendamentalist: One who embraces the time-honored essence of
timelessness.
Zendana: What binds the head, like a thought about thinking.
Zendance: Any movement, occurring inside the feet, that shows itself
as a step toward freedom.
Zendango: A variation of the space filled by the absence of a whirling
dervish, for example.
Zendaptor: How positive current input is made equal to positive
current outflow.
Zendardize: To make the same, to regiment, to require that the
moment of being not waver from its inherent recognizability.
Zenday: That part of the week most propitious for the disarming
embrace of the spirit.
Zendeavor: Any attempt to release one from effort.
Zendectomy: Removal of a pain that is otherwise useless.
Zendeem: To exchange one’s attachments for the freedom from them.
Zendefensible: Of the nature of being itself, when all attacks against
it are like fists of air raised in air, like j’accuse, among the waters of
the ocean.
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Zen de grace: The blow that quells any uprising in the ego with
grace.
Zendegradable: Compatible with the environment in which it
decomposes itself to the elemental.
Zendelabra: That which provides more light than can be shown by
being singularly wicked.
Zendelion: Bigheaded, yellow, and ordinary, until one makes a wish
and blows it away.
Zendelity: Faithfulness to faith itself, wherever it may occur.
Zendemic: Of what appears to be everywhere at once, when that’s
exactly what it is.
Zendeo: Running around in a ring, throwing the bull, hitting the
ground with a thud, being in being itself, while wearing a big hat,
boots, and spurs.
Zender: One who conveys the message of effortlessness, for all those
who choose to do nothing about it.
Zenderdash: Nonsense that betrays a bare wisdom.
Zendergarten: A place of free play, before the first grade of
awareness.
Zenderlying: Of that which lurks beneath the bottom line.
Zenderous: Of the weightless wisdom one forgets to carry.
Zenderstanding: A mutually satisfying agreement between identity
and itself.
Zenderstorm: That which rains down on the uplifted face of one’s
spirit.
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Zendescribable: Of whatever becomes recognizable the instant one
stops trying to figure it out.
Zendestine: Of any being that secretes itself in plain sight.
Zen de Triomphe: A landmark one passes through by entering it and
leaving it in the exact moment one arrives at its center.
Zendgety: Showing manifestations of the readiness to relax.
Zendhism: The practice of undressing one’s spiritual practice to its
barest being.
Zendia: A land where spiritual practices go out of practice in
awareness itself.
Zendiary: Whoever lights the eternal flame with a flame taken from
it.
Zendicament: Any sticky situation that one can’t manage to get into.
Zendicap: The advantage granted, after the game is completed.
Zendication: Any sign along the path, that points the way home,
where one is standing.
Zendicator: A sign of progress, like a mile-marker on a great
spinning wheel.
Zendicinal: Of the truth one swallows to cure what lies within.
Zendiction: When one drink is enough, and a thousand is OK, too.
Zendiculous: Of the bubbling up of laughter in a universe tickled by
the cycle of birth and death.
Zendieu: What one bids at the departure of the sense of separation.
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Zendifference: The loss of interest in not paying attention to what is
always true.
Zendig: A celebration, where steps are taken to raise the roof, knock
down the walls, kick out the jambs, and dance into the night, until
the sun comes up in the dawning of awareness.
Zendigan: A garment, worn for warmth, that is open at the center.
Zendigeous: Being highly productive in the creation of instances of
receptive readiness.
Zendigestion: A state of feeling no discomfort, where even death is
but a diuretic.
Zendinary: Of the normal, daily, unremarkable presence of the
infinite in the awareness of every awakened being.
Zending: What follows when before and after have been let go.
Zendio: An instrument for tuning in to silence.
Zendiron: A tool for stoking the fire of one’s furnace.
Zendish: An empty offering that is filling and satisfying.
Zendit: One renowned for his koan of silence.
Zendition: How the news of who one is is delivered to one, at the
doorstep of one’s readiness to open the door.
Zenditional: Depending on the universal, whenever, wherever, it
occurs.
Zenditioner: What one uses to tame the splitting of hairs.
Zendium: Peace of mind that goes on and on and on and on and on
and….
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Zendiving: How one gathers the pearls of one’s wisdom.
Zendivisible: Of that which goes into everything, evenly.
Zendiwork: The result of effortless craft, made priceless in its beauty.
Zendle: What can light up a well-lit room.
Zendochina: From where Westerners come home to themselves with
their hearts and minds no longer at war with themselves.
Zendol: An icon of worship placed among those who worship
without icons.
Zendolence: Being at ease in the luxury of being at ease in scarcity.
Zendolescent: One prepared for maturity by one’s nearness to it, in
the turning of a moment.
Zendom: What one places over whatever is enlarged, with no loss in
potency or sensitivity.
Zendomly: How things happen now and then, when then is known
as the imposter of now.
Zendoption: The taking on of the child of one’s self, before it has
been conceived in the maturity of its coming into being.
Zendor: A purveyor of awareness who sees the wisdom of “No
location, no location, no location.”
Zendow: Any opening to the light.
Zendowment: The legacy of giving everything away but the
outpouring self.
Zendown: When the sun sets, by remaining in the orbit of its
unchanging self.
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Zendown: When time is up, to get out of in, by being here, instead of
then.
Zendoxical: Of the complete opposite, in an identical form.
Zendrance: A deterrent to the blockage of awareness.
Zendrangle: Where students of awareness meet, while crossing from
the building of one thought to the building of another.
Zendraulics: Whatever is responsible for fluidity in consciousness,
without piping up about it.
Zendren: The progeny that gives birth to the parenting within
themselves.
Zendressed: To step naked into what suits one, to wear what never
wears out, to be in fashion with beauty at its source.
Zendrive: That part of neutral that closes the distance between here
and now without wasting fuel.
Zendrogyne: How the sexes of the self fold, in and out of each other
with no desire, except in the love of their union.
Zendroit: One who is adept at arcane skills in an arcade world.
Zendruff: What falls out, when one scratches one’s head in wonder.
Zendrums: The sinking feeling that uplifting joy is all that's left of
one’s sadness.
Zendsome: Of the attractiveness of one who is beyond desire.
Zenduce: To lose weight by taking on emptiness in all one’s trouble
spots.
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Zenducement: A temptation to let go of desire; a thought to begin the
detachment from thought itself.
Zenducive: Of that which draws one to remain true to oneself.
Zenduction: How the primordial soup is reduced to being filling and
satisfying.
Zenduction: Making less of more and less, so less is more, and more
becomes more than more.
Zenductor: One who directs the movement of energy on its
unwavering path.
Zendue: Of that which exceeds the expiration date and is still not
ready to check out.
Zendulating: Being within a wave, that returns its identity to the
ocean from which it comes.
Zendulator: That which goes up and down, in and out, back and
forth, as a pulsating constant, with no movement whatsoever.
Zendultery: A way of being together, that isn’t spoused to be.
Zendulthood: When one can drink to the bottom and still drive to the
center.
Zendulum: What keeps yin and yang apart, as it keeps them from
flying apart.
Zendundancy: What bares repetition.
Zendustrial: Of the manufacture of an endless supply of flawless
moments, each easily affordable, while remaining priceless.
Zendy: Confections that melt in the mouth of one’s surrender to their
sweetening.
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Zendy: Of what comes and goes, what blows, what goes on and on,
what storms and sweeps, what turns wet things dry and dry things
wet, while stillness remains the only thing current, in the awareness
of air in motion.
Zendyll: A paean to truth and beauty, sung by heart in the heart of
those who don’t need to remember the words.
Zeneague: A silent partner in being.
Zeneath: As one who is under way.
Zeneation: The thing made, as it is being made, as it is the maker
making it, as it is the maker, as it is none of these.
Zenebriation: Becoming drunk on being clear-eyed and sober.
Zenebrity: One who is famous for disappearing into the all.
Zenecdotal: The story of the universe, broken into life-size bits and
pieces.
Zenecure: A position that can’t be relinquished, once it has been
recognized in one’s own eyes.
Zenecution: The separation of the head from the body of knowledge
that it uses to hold itself above anything or anybody.
Zenedary: A beast that carries sustenance within.
Zenedian: One adept at the realization of comedy and tragedy, so the
difference is imperceptible.
Zenediction: A blessing heard before one word is spoken.
Zeneer: The invisible layer that separates the moment in time from
the timeless moment.
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Zenefit: Any good that comes of goodness itself.
Zenegate: To surrender all power to others while keeping oneself as
its equal recipient.
Zen-egg: What one puts aside, in case everything is not enough.
Zenegory: Whatever separates itself from the whole, in name only.
Zenegram: A way of getting the message of the true self home from
its outward journey as a thought.
Zenegram: A way of crossing the distance between what’s here, now,
and what’s here, in this now.
Zenegraph: A way of transcending messages.
Zenegyric: Unspoken words in praise of silence.
Zeneigner: Someone who seems to come from far away to appear
right at home where one has always been.
Zeneirs: Those who receive what’s theirs to give.
Zenelheaded: Of one who uses common Zense.
Zenelict: Of property abandoned by its resident and occupied by its
builder, with no change in ownership.
Zenelujah: A shout for joy, a call to all celebrants to come home to
the party.
Zenema: What is needed to clean out the habits of thought, even after
one has dropped one’s load of attachments.
Zenematography: The craft of releasing motion pictures so they
become true life.
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Zenementary: Of what one cannot learn, from which all knowledge
arises.
Zenemia: When all the blood runs out of a body of thought.
Zenemy: Whoever represents that part of oneself one has confined to
expulsion.
Zenenade: To honor with music, by hearing the song that plays
within the empty, open heart.
Zenencrantz and Zenenstern: Interchangeable messengers who
disappear in the crossing to the other side, between here and there.
Zeneo: Where a wild man enjoys domestic bliss.
Zeneography: The preparation for the dance of light on the shadow
of doubt.
Zeneousness: The sense of right that doesn’t orphan wrong from its
embrace.
Zenephant: Whoever has a memory so long, it includes nothingness,
emptiness, and being itself.
Zenephant: That which is large, in every way, while becoming what
is unseen, in the middle of the living room.
Zenephone: The invention of AlexZender Graham Bell, over which
his first words were, “Mr. WatZen, be here now.”
Zenept: Of one who has lost the ability to be disabled.
Zenequate: To favorably compare the unlikely with the inevitable.
Zeneral: A leader of those who secure the peace by surrendering
their conflicts.
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Zenerang: Whatever comes back to the source, no matter how far it’s
flung.
Zenerary: A gathering place for what remains to be seen.
Zeneration: One thing that leads to another, in the strain that
continues, effortlessly.
Zenerator: What builds up energy, to no purpose one cannot think to
harness.
Zenerback: The player in charge of the offense, who becomes the
eligible receiver of his own passing.
Zenerbrained: When thought is scattered so far afield, its seed takes
root in fruitlessness, until it returns to its roots.
Zenercise: How to lose wait, while one gains.
Zenerdermain: Sleight of being shy of slyness.
Zenereal: Of the ways that infectious awareness can be passed from
being to being.
Zeneree: One who steps into a dispute and resolves it in the
dissolution of contraries.
Zeneric: The universal awareness more effective than any branding,
free of cost to the consumer.
Zenerina: One who dances to the center stage of one’s own being, in
the spotlight of one’s own vision.
Zenerobic: Of what inspires awareness, by exercising itself.
Zeneron: That which gives lift to a wing and a prayer.
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Zenerosity: The big-hearted giving of nothing specific, for the general
good.
Zenerpillar: What’s covered in fur and holds up the temple of
thought, so it can rest.
Zenerrillas: Freedom fighters, who celebrate their victory by
declaring the revolution a success for all those who find it within
themselves to share the joy of freedom in the moment.
Zenerseded: Of having been outstripped by one’s own nakedness.
Zenership: To take charge of others, by giving them nothing to do
and forever to do it.
Zenertine: One who indulges in endless rounds of unadulterated
awareness.
Zenervoir: A back-up system of unlimited boundlessness.
Zenescope: The widest possible framework for viewing whatever
appears within one’s all-seeing eye.
Zenese: One’s native tongue, where no foreigner is unwelcome.
Zenesis: One who cuts one off, at every turn toward one’s defeat.
Zenessary: One sent to carry no message to its destination.
Zenestablishmentarianism: The belief that the belief in nothing
should not be believed in, beyond its believability.
Zenestimable: Beyond calculation, as the number of angels that
dance, at the drop of a pin.
Zenestine: One who denies the effectiveness of rejection, while
smiling in the face of truth itself.
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Zenestrian: One who clears the path, by not getting in the way.
Zenestry: A boundless congregation, an assembly, a mass for one to
come together with the spirit of surrender inside oneself.
Zenesty: A characteristic of those who discreetly place their vision
ahead of their nakedness.
Zenetary: Where contrary realities are buried within each other.
Zenetism: What draws one thing to any other thing, that is drawn to
it, by the momentary indifference to their difference.
Zenetrating: Of any piercing inquiry into the nature of the
impenetrable, that sees the failure of its stab at the truth, in the
recognition of the knife as being truth itself.
Zenettante: One who dabbles in truth, to the same degree as a
devotee.
Zeneum: A place for keeping great works of timeless artlessness.
Zeneuroticism: A quirkiness, exhibited by an abnormal awareness of
the meaninglessness of psychological fears.
Zeneuver: A stepping forward, to step in behind, to lead from within,
the withdrawal, into victory.
Zenevision: Where the medium and the message are a vast
wasteland of abandoned fear and doubt, in the unrestricted
transmission of joy in the viewing.
Zenevolence: That which is offered in place of, and greater than, any
gift, or any act of giving.
Zenewable: Of the license of one’s being, that has no due date and no
expiration date.
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Zeney Island: A place for happy souls to act like themselves.
Zen facto: A given, that what is, is true, despite being officially
accepted as the truth.
Zenfair: A clandestine assignation between unification and nonduality.
Zenfall: Where the mighty end up being the cheese to their own
mouse.
Zenfallibility: Being error free in the perfection of any circle being
equidistant from its center.
Zenfangled: Of the latest fashion of the formless reality to come onto
the scene.
Zenfant: One who wears one’s birthday suit to the wake of one’s
biography.
Zenfantile: Of the much-loved child of one’s innocent self.
Zenfast: A city that is scot-free of its attachment to conflict.
Zenfault: Insurance against the accidental occurrence of a true
awakening failing to destroy the fear of loss.
Zenfauna: Natural life that is born free in the wilderness of its origin.
Zenfection: The contagious beginning of the end of suffering.
Zenfectionate: Of those who touch others, while keeping their hands
to themselves.
Zenfective: What doesn’t work at it, and still gets the job done.
Zenfector: One who breaks away from freedom, to discover it
everywhere, unless one tries to hold onto it.
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Zenfellow: Someone who shares his stillness with strangers.
Zenfelt: Of any genuine emotion that points to its source in being
itself, while being itself.
Zenfensive: Erection of a solid wall of recognition in the absence of
any barrier to freedom.
Zenfer: To assume that what is always true, is still true.
Zenference: A gathering of light-minded souls.
Zenference: The implication of the obvious, to one who is not
oblivious to the obverse.
Zenference: What separates the men from the noise.
Zenferior: (see: Zenperior)
Zenferno: The burning desire to remain in awareness, once one has
discovered its inescapability.
Zenfession: The truth of all being, written in one’s own hand, in
one’s own voice.
Zenfessional: A private, anonymous place, where the reality of being
itself tells one its secrets, when one listens to the heart of who one is.
Zenfessor: One with a faculty for failing graduation in favor of
immersion in the way things are.
Zenfestation: How awareness bugs one, until the mind and body are
infected with peace.
Zenfetched: Of whatever is beyond belief but within the realm of the
absolutely true.
Zenfew: The time to come home, decreed by the state of one’s union.
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Zenficient: Of whatever is enough to no longer require more.
Zenfidavit: A document that testifies to the fact that one is in
possession of a legal certification of the validity of itself.
Zenfidential: Of any universal truth that one keeps to oneself,
because everyone gets it.
Zenfidential: Of what must only be revealed in the presence of the
availability of universal recognition.
Zenfile: A portrait of whoever can picture themselves with no
defining features but those that reveal their true identity.
Zenfiltrate: To enter into the truth by taking on the appearance of
truth and speaking in a truthful tongue.
Zenfinition: Any meaning assigned to this or that, when this and
that are found to be essentially identical to each other.
Zenfinitum: Beginning after beginning after beginning after
beginning….
Zenfinity: The far reaches of the endless, or what, at such a distance,
is right here.
Zenfirmation: Reassurance in the occurrence of anything for no
apparent reason.
Zenfiscate: To eliminate what appears to matter, from one’s
judgmental eye.
Zenfiscate: To eradicate, with extreme prejudice, all sense of loss.
Zenfiscate: To take away, without warning, the private ownership of
inherent truth.
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Zenfit: What one wears out to an undressing of the naked truth.
Zen-flam: A clever ruse, designed to expose all trickery.
Zenflamation: The sudden burning away of the desire to be hot.
Zenflammable: Of whatever lights up when touched by the spark of
awareness.
Zenflated: Whatever expands to bursting into nothing and
everything.
Zenflation: How the core of being itself grows larger than one can
predict.
Zenflora: The flowering of awareness within the garden of one’s
awareness.
Zenfluence: The way reality successfully infiltrates every particle of
existence.
Zenfluence: Wealth that accumulates at the source of every thought
of generosity.
Zenfocal: Of spectacles that divide one’s vision into clear and accurate.
Zenfolding: The opening of oneself, that opens, until one’s open self
opens beyond its openness.
Zenforate: To open holes in one’s doubt, large enough to reveal one’s
wholeness.
Zen-for-it: To hold nothing back, and then to let nothing go.
Zenfork: That part of the road where one takes the path one has
taken for the path not taken.
Zenformance: What is done to enact the play of light upon the stages
of one’s life.
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Zenformation: Innate knowing, unbeknownst to those who call
themselves knowledgeable.
Zenformation: The source material in the making of original
thoughts.
Zenformity: Of any act of individuality that has been followed to its
root in universality.
Zenformity: To be so like the nature of oneself, that the source of
one’s originality is exposed.
Zen-for-nothing: One who is no good to anyone but everyone.
Zenforth: What denotes the ensuing fulfillment of the fully fulfilled.
Zenfraction: A breaking of the laws, so they are strengthened in the
healing.
Zen Francisco: A golden gateway, where, in order to leave their
sorrows behind, some jump to a depth, and as soon as they break the
surface, are dead to their old ways.
Zenfriended: To be close to the awareness of who one is, by opening
one’s awareness to who one has always been.
Zenfringe: To impose one’s lack of attachment on others, by
accepting them, without their invitation.
Zenfro: What occurs when growth is uncapped and uncut.
Zenfrontation: Stillness, standing up for itself, when challenged to a
dualism by peaceful calm.
Zenfuddle: To confound the mind’s confusion by having the mind
hold a mirror to itself.
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Zenfugee: One who has left the despotic dictatorial junta of I, the ego
and me.
Zenfulness: The constant anticipation of what’s already ubiquitous
in its presence.
Zenfume: The inherent aroma of the scent of the essence.
Zenfunct: Of whatever is no longer seen to be working, when
working is seen to be at play.
Zenfurter: What tastes like nothing in particular, and is made of all
the parts of everything else.
Zenfusion: Befuddlement, that unmask itself when it looks in the
mirror of the unreflected moment.
Zenfutable: Of what is nothing other than what it is, no matter what.
Zengagement: Putting the clutch in gear with acceleration in the
moment of being the vehicle for the realization of combustion.
Zengagement: To agree to enhance one’s better half by becoming one
together.
Zengain: The most precious commodity, offered to all takers, at a
price anyone can afford, first come, first served.
Zengainst: Of that which stands in opposition to the separation
between oneself and who one is.
Zenganic: Of what has no artificial ingredients contained in its
wholeness except those left to propagate on their own.
Zengantic: Of the size of awareness, contained within the moment
between moments.
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Zengarees: Body coverings that are revealing of the naked truth and
the barest reality.
Zengasbord: Where all-one-can-eat is matched by all-one-canhunger-for.
Zengazer: One who turns the telescope around to see the indefinable
origin of the universe.
Zengazine: What one subscribes to, by signing on the noughted line.
Zenge: What helps swing the unlocked opening to the other side of
itself.
Zengear: What one wears to confirm one’s identity as a naked being.
Zengeful: Seeking redress for the harm caused by clinging to the
mind of hurt and pain.
Zengeist: The sense that defines every period of time as an
compelling era of timelessness.
Zenergeist: The spirit of life, that shows up in vases that fly across
the room, as well as those that don’t.
Zengel: One who conveys the direct experience of spirit in being,
while appearing to be human.
Zengellan: The first to encircle reality, without getting seasick.
Zengency: A sudden sense of the startling immediacy of one’s reality.
Zengendary: Of the reknown of the unknown, mythologized by
those unknowing of their own story.
Zengenial: Of one who gets along with nobody, no one, and nothing,
very well.
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Zengenuous: Of one who is not to be disbelieved by his inactions.
Zengerie: A little nothing, worn to entice true nakedness.
Zengernail: On the finger that points to its own moon.
Zengerous: Of anything that is fraught with fearlessness.
Zengerprint: The self-revealing identity within easy reach.
Zengerprints: What reveals the presence of innocence in those who
are guilty of revealing their true identity.
Zengestible: What can be swallowed whole without getting stuck in
the throat of desire.
Zengetful: Unable to remember the uses of memory, except in recall
of whatever the moment requires.
Zenghast: A strong reaction when attention turns from the moment
of time to the moment itself.
Zengible: What loses its need to be deciphered.
Zengility: The ease of movement, of treeness, from branch to branch.
Zengina: A sharp and sudden loss of pain in the heart.
Zengineer: One who works unswervingly to keep the inevitable on
track.
Zengirl: A heroine who captures peace by arresting disturbance.
Zengister: To take into account the currency of the moment as a
positive sum game.
Zengistics: The tactical loss of mental schematics.
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Zengle: A lush, natural environment where all the animas come out
to play.
Zengled: To be caught up in the unraveling of care, as rain unravels
to a pond.
Zenglehanded: Of the way one builds a common awareness out of
endless dualities.
Zengleminded: To dive into the moment between one thought and
another and not reach for the latter.
Zenglory: Any truly empty show of self-worth.
Zengnant: To be about to give birth, to that which one is born to be.
Zengnomen: Any nickname for the nameless.
Zengoing: Isness as usual.
Zengoistic: Of one who praises the absolute superiority of the
moment in which one’s entire existence occurs.
Zengonquin: Of an articulated circle where words are exchanged for
the time being.
Zengorge: To give out, when the in is full.
Zengotiations: The free and open exchange of silence in stillness by
empty minds.
Zengover: The peacefulness that follows drinking in the day and
drinking in the night.
Zengrade: To replace the ego of the mind with the awareness of the
mind of the ego.
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Zengratulations: Praise for birth and graduation in the occurrence of
both in the same moment.
Zengrave: To mark the name of one’s true self, by carving it out of
one’s thinking.
Zengregation: All who rise to the call of awareness in the chambers
of the heart.
Zengregious: Of any act that betrays itself as having no actor.
Zengression: Assertive behavior, as reality rushes in, where it
already resides.
Zengretful: Of the feeling that more could be done to make less of
the attachment to remorse.
Zengrimmage: Any journey that begins with less than one step and
reaches its destination before that step is taken.
Zengronomy: The science of planting the seed of a thought in fertile
ground in expectation of its finest flowering.
Zengrown: Of that which turns inward to appear outward at it’s best.
Zengruntled: Of one who fires himself for working too hard at what
comes naturally.
Zengry: Of those who are teed off, until they hit the fairway, and lay
up, until they hole out.
Zenguage: The discourse one utilizes to communicate within oneself.
Zenguard: That which goes before, and comes after, by being present,
time in and time out.
Zenguistics: The railing one uses to stop the train of thought in its
tracks.
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Zenguistics: The study of how language can be used to reveal who
one is, by letting it get out of one’s way.
Zenguistics: The root of all the languages of the heart.
Zengul: A sudden rise, when everything and everyone else is going
downhill.
Zengular: The vein of truth that pumps blood to a heart free of vain
control.
Zengundy: Where sour grapes and the grapes of wrath stop their
whining.
Zenguor: A relaxed state of perpetual creativity.
Zenhale: To breathe inspiration beyond expiration.
Zenhandler: One who begs to give to those who desire nothing.
Zenhandler: One with a hand open to receive what one is free to
give.
Zenhavior: Unpredictable, unexpected, and untaken actions that
fulfill themselves in kind.
Zenhead: One nascently prescient in the awakening of unpredictable
awareness.
Zenheard: Of something that may catch one’s ear, when one is keenly
inattentive.
Zenhearsal: A practice session, that is, getting ready for the real thing
by bringing down the curtain on one’s performance.
Zenheat: Where one finishes in a virtual tie with one’s reality.
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Zenhemian: Of those who seem unconventional, by being in
conformity with essential belonging.
Zenherently: Of that which reveals its intrinsic self to be innate and
inborn, regardless of who claims its parentage.
Zenhibition: A characteristic of awareness that restricts it to endless
availability.
Zenhilarating: Overjoyed and blissed out, i.e., past joyousness and
beyond bliss.
Zen-hoc: Adhering
directedness.

to

a
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Zenhold: The unfailing grip of life itself on the presence of life
everywhere.
Zenholder: One who captures the nature of beauty by seeing it for
what it is.
Zenhood: The state one achieves by constantly forgetting how it has
been achieved, and then doing it again.
Zenial: The refusal to take illusion seriously.
Zenannual: What occurs at random, at the same time it occurs, year
in and year out.
Zeniarchal: Of the social order that declares that the mother and
father of thought are enthroned in their baby’s unminded ancestry.
Zeniaroscuro: The use of light and shadow to produce the illusion of
shadow and light.
Zeniatrics: Looking after the aged, to see beyond their years into the
moment of their being alive.
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Zenibacy: The swearing off all relationships, while gaining a
reputation as a prolific lover.
Zenibuster: A long silence, that fills the deliberative chambers of
thought.
Zenicacious: Of what encourages the innate to exhibit its inherency,
without artifice or effort.
Zenicane: A blast that sweeps across disruption and renders it calm.
Zenication: What one takes when one’s proscription runs out.
Zeniché: Any expression so oft-repeated, it’s still true.
Zenician: One skilled in creating presence, where it has never been
absent.
Zenico: Where every spot is unique, within a multicolored
uniformity.
Zenictionary: Where every entry is understood at its root, and the
usage is explicit in its clarity.
Zeniculty: A problem, to be overcome, as the belief that obsessions of
the mind can best be overcome by continued thinking.
Zeniculum: The moment, broken down into units that completes a
degree in the graduation of timelessness.
Zenidermis: The outer layer of the body of thought that holds that
the mind is the skin of an illusion.
Zeniesta: What one takes to awaken from the dream of believing the
mind and body are aware of the innate reality of their existence.
Zenifact: A notion left behind by an ancient realization.
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Zenifestation: A showing of whatever comes into form, as a shadow
comes into the light.
Zeniff: One who deputizes two thoughts and sends the space
between them to empty out the prison of thinking.
Zenificant: Of what seems to matter to matter, and is immaterial to
its maternal matrix.
Zenifice: That section of a structure which casts no shadow and has
windows and doorways to the inner and outer, at the same time.
Zenificent: Of a good-for-all free-for-all.
Zenified: Being held up, as an almighty being, by having one’s
identity lifted.
Zeniform: What one puts on, to be uniquely recognizable, and
identical to everyone else.
Zenify: To raise deification to a higher state of worship.
Zenigan: Oneself, acting tough, who breaks into gentleness and
destroys the difference between oneself and where one finds oneself.
Zenigator: What crawls out of the swamp of the armored, predatory
self and frees itself from the baggage it leaves behind.
Zenigence: Mental acuity that is humbling to its own self-image.
Zenigma: A puzzle wrapped in its own solution.
Zenigrant: One who travels from here to here, to get wherever one is
going.
Zenijuana: Smoke that takes a multitude of forms, when it becomes
one with the breath.
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Zenilage: The exo-skeleton of flight, in the plane of existence one
takes to the skies, to reach agreement with one’s destination.
Zenileptic: Of those who are subject to seizure by their innate reality.
Zenility: The state of mindlessness in which one’s state of mind is
aged to perfection.
Zenillenium: The end of time, the beginning of timelessness, i.e.,
time running out on itself.
Zenillionaire: What one becomes by turning out the empty pockets
of awareness.
Zeniloquy: To speak alone, on an empty stage to a full house in the
heart of the broad way.
Zenima: The primal self, before it becomes a character.
Zenimal: Of the least one can do to insure one’s freedom the most.
Zeniment: Left by the stream of consciousness, the silt that forms the
bedrock of one’s passage.
Zenimeter: How far from awareness one is, until one recognizes the
inescapable presence of limitless awareness.
Zenimism: The belief that everything is imbued with its own reality.
Zenimosity: Any bad feeling one can no longer recall holding onto.
Zen-in-a-while: The way things occur in a timeless fashion.
Zenindrome: It is, what is, when whatever is it.
Zening room: Where one is hungry to lose one’s appetite for hunger.
Zeningly: As what might be true, when it’s true.
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Zen-in-law: How the self is relative to the true self.
Zenino: When each One falls, every One falls.
Zeninology: The study of the lack of crimes in the victimless heart.
Zen-in-the-air: Of a particular awareness, not yet recognized as
identical to who one is.
Zen-in-the-dumps: To feel an absence of sadness over the loss of
sorrow.
Zeniodical: Unique works of creativity, bound together by their
proximity to the binding, united by the common act of creation.
Zeniosyncracy: A quirk of fate, a demonstration of individuality, like
snowflakes on the ocean.
Zenipelago: A long string that leads from one to the other and back
again, until its origin is discovered.
Zeniptical: Of a relatively obscure truth that cousins the truth itself.
Zeniption: A sudden adverse reaction to the belief in contradiction.
Zenipulative: To be purposely and deliberately openminded and
openhearted in the presence of others.
Zenique: As the self is being without identity and can’t be mistaken
for anyone else.
Zeniquette: A device for blocking imaginary blood from flowing to
the missing limbs of one’s body of thought.
Zeniquette: The way of being that is common to the well-bred, the
upper crust, and the loafers.
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Zenis wheel: An exhilaration, going around its own unmoving
center.
Zenisdiction: A formal oration that is meant to quiet a whisper.
Zenisfaction: Being happy about oneself, without giving or taking
credit for it.
Zenish: Of one who tends to be at peace, even with thoughts of
peacefulness.
Zenislator: One responsible for making laws that are unbreakable
and unobservable.
Zenisma: The power of attraction that comes from being neither
positive nor negative.
Zenisphere: Half of the whole that can’t be half, without the whole.
Zenissippi: The big river that flows into the gulf between thoughts of
landing on either side.
Zenister: Where what’s inside becomes outside its purpose, when
one’s purpose is to pour forth, from the inside out.
Zenister: A word for the evil part of the absolute good.
Zenister: An open container, filled with the uncontainable.
Zenisthenics: Bending at the waste and sitting up to see it go away.
Zenistician: One who keeps track of figures in banks of snow in the
interest of the sun.
Zenistocracy: Those with detached dominion over their subjects and
their verbs.
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Zenistration: The rule of the principal that may finally determine the
first and last day of timelessness, thereby ending it and replacing it
with something less narrow.
Zenitalization: Funding of the wealthy, by the elimination of any
sense of poverty.
Zenitation: The cleansing of thought patterns, until they’re
threadbare and transparent.
Zenitectural: Of plans to deconstruct the bridge between one’s home
and one’s arrival.
Zenith: The highest point of the infinite that one can attain by
standing still.
Zenithet: A description that leaves no mark in the vast emptiness of
the heart.
Zenithologist: One who studies the wings of birds in flight for their
travel plans.
Zenitone: A voice that doesn’t vary in harmony with all other voices.
Zenitor: One who oversees whatever occurs, by seeing the nature of
occurrence.
Zenitor: Whoever cleans up after everything has been cleared away
in one fell swoop.
Zenitory: A place where students sleep to awaken to knowing
themselves.
Zenitosis: What causes a shocking recognition of the breath of life.
Zenitude: A gathering that gets larger the fewer it includes, until,
when it includes no one, includes everyone.
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Zenitudes: Lingering doubts about the nature of uncertainty.
Zeniture: An extention that increases the reach of the unreachable to
everyone.
Zeniva: The spitting image of the self on the tongue of creation.
Zenival: A timeless celebration, that ends only when there is a
thought of ending, and begins only when one thinks of beginning.
Zeniverse: The other side of limitless space.
Zeniveté: A sense of innocent ignorance in the wisdom of the ageless.
Zeniving: Of one who is plotting to reunite the inseparable with the
indivisible.
Zenivist: One who never begins to cease being amazed.
Zenivore: One who consumes the meat at the heart of the hunt for
pray.
Zenization: The transformation of what has no matter into what
matters more than matter.
Zenizen: One born in the heartland of his origin.
Zenizon: The edge of the world that never recedes from, and never
approaches, itself.
Zenjacent: Of whatever is next to impossible and a long way from it.
Zenjack: To take over any plane of existence without permission and
without resistence.
Zenjamas: What one wears to welcome the dawn of one’s
awakening.
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Zenjectify: To single out, as other than oneself, anything that can’t be
found within one’s awareness.
Zenjectionable: Of any reasonable, rational alternative
unconditional acceptance of what is true in one’s inherent reality.
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Zenjecture: A thought about the nature of the unthinkable.
Zenjestic: Of one who rules with no subject in mind.
Zen John letter: An expression of the end of relationship and the
continuation of love itself.
Zenjoyment: The appreciation that emptiness has toward its fullness
in oneself, in one’s mirror, in the morning.
Zen Juan: One who woos and wins his own heart and is called the
greatest lover of all.
Zenjugal: Of a union formed by halves of a whole in a mutual loss of
their personal self.
Zenjunction: Where the road away and the road back become the
road in and the road out.
Zenjure: To turn away from the nature of refusal.
Zenjurious: Of that which brings harm where it can do no more
harm.
Zenjury: Damage done to the body of doubt.
Zenjustice: When one’s unwanted attachments are made homeless,
like shadows in the light.
Zenjustment: Whatever alters what altars a lack of spirit.
Zenkanization: Subdividing the whole into separate wholes.
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Zenkard: One who can’t hold one’s own, i.e., when one can’t hold
onto one’s intoxication.
Zenkee: One who lives where down is up, and inside outside is
where one goes to come home.
Zenkeeping: The act of making room for existence at the home of
one’s being.
Zenkerchief: What one uses to wipe away the tears of joy, so more
can take their place.
Zenkey: What hangs by a tale and is set free byits keeper.
Zenkimbo: When one’s parts are flung apart, in the embrace of a
wider self.
Zenkruptcy: The condition of looking into the nature of scarcity and
finding it wanting.
Zenlaborator: One who assists in the overthrow of one’s own
governance.
Zen-la-carte: How every single thing can be purchased everything-ata-time.
Zenland Yard: Where all crimes are solved by tracing their actions
back to their source.
Zenlapidated: Of the old, worn-out, beaten-up condition of ramshackled time and place.
Zenlasher: One who strikes a blow against the shredding of the truth.
Zenlaska: The state of being where gold is found at one’s arrival at
the moment of its discovery.
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Zenlastic: Of what can be stretched to include the truth, when the
truth is stretched to its true dimensions.
Zenlateral: Any non-attachment put up as a security against loss.
Zenlatinous: Of whatever becomes thick with peacefulness, when joy
stirs, in the bowl of one’s reality.
Zenleged: Of whatever is supposed not to be, that’s better than what
it’s supposed to be.
Zenlegible: Said of truth that, when unwritten, becomes none other
than truth itself.
Zenlentless: Without ceasing to begin.
Zenless: To be beyond the possibility of searching out innate reality,
made possible by its constant presence.
Zenless: To have no idea and be willing to go where the no idea
leads.
Zenlessness: Being with and without, while being within and
without.
Zenlet: A small amount of ultimate truth, like an extension of the
ocean out from itself.
Zenlexic: Of one who is unable to tell left from left or right from
right.
Zenlib: A spontaneous invention, an off-the-cuff remark, every word
ever spoken or written.
Zenlica: A version of the fundamental reality that imitates it, without
straying so far from the original, that it is confined to memory.
Zenlicious: The flavor of life in the mouth of itself.
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Zenliciousness: The taste of freedom on one’s tongue, that makes
one want to consume freedom itself.
Zenlight Savings Time: When the day is the same as it’s always
been, but appears to have more light.
Zenlight: A small appearance of awareness, at the point of its origin.
Zenlightenment: The recognition of the true nature of darkness.
Zenlike: Of anything that appears within a mirror or anything that
acts like a mirror.
Zenlinear: How anything can follow from nothing, without causation
or succession.
Zenliness: Next to godliness, as perfect is next to perfection.
Zenliness: The condition of being oneself, in all there is, in who one
is.
Zenling: A simple being, in the cheap seats, who can see clearly from
where he is.
Zenlinquent: One who stops paying the light bill by becoming light
itself.
Zenlirium: A state of purest intoxication, brought on by imbibing the
finest abstinence in the land.
Zenlitism: The belief that the best in who we are is better than the
best part of who we are.
Zenlivery: What shows up at one’s door, every time one open it.
Zenload: To heap emptiness upon emptiness, until there is no more
emptiness and nowhere to put it.
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Zenlocity: The incredibly slow, incredibly fast, speed required to get
here and now.
Zenlocution: The speaking of truth, so truth itself is doing the
speaking.
Zenlodious: Of the music of the spheres, the pyramids, the cubes,
and the cones, as well.
Zenlogian: One who knows the entire history of nothingness and can
exemplify it.
Zenloha: Hello and goodbye, spoken at the simultaneous point of
arrival and departure.
Zenlon: The fiber of one’s being, that is, the whole cloth.
Zenlong: To be a part of the shape of things that come into their own.
Zenlowance: The cost of spending time, until time has been spent,
and goes off the clock.
Zenlucent: Of what one can see through, when one takes a deeper
look at oneself.
Zenluptuous: Sensually overflowing with simple reality.
Zenlusion: Something that can't be seen, until it’s recognized for
what it is.
Zenlusion: When truth remains at home, while the face of truth goes
wandering off on its own.
Zenlusive: Of whoever avoids evasion, in every way possible.
Zenluvium: The flood of relief that comes when the sun comes out.
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Zen deluxe: Of the sumptuousness of the plush interior of one’s
exterior display.
Zenlywed: Of the still fresh, acknowledged and celebrated union,
within the self, after only thirty-five million years.
Zenmad: One who wanders in search of the nature of the wanderer
in his own backyard.
Zenmaid: Whoever picks up what’s left behind, by the discarding of
form in a formless vacuum.
Zenmaining: Of what is left over, after everything has been included.
Zenman: A superhero, with no superpowers, appearing as an
ordinary person and remaining as an ordinary person.
Zenmanac: A gathering of information that is useful in the planting
of this year’s crops, ready for harvest, at a moment’s notice.
Zenmannered: Of one who acts in such a way that every spoon is a
silver spoon.
Zenmarcation: The dividing line between the wisdom of wonder and
the awe of awareness.
Zenmaster: One shown to be in absolute possession of absolutely
nothing.
Zenmate: One condemned to freedom, without the possibility of
imprisonment.
Zenmatic: Of anything that functions by itself, and yet is compatible
with everything else.
Zenmatic: Of the function of the entirety within the specific, as the
ocean maintains its reality in the life of every wave.
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Zenmatization: The first act to create play, where the actors do all the
work.
Zenmato: What one tosses at the actor who has lost himself in the
performance of a lifetime and also does a good job acting.
Zenmeleon: One who is perfectly camouflaged, when his true nature
shines through.
Zen-mell: The tumbling forth of joy upon joy, in the opening of
awareness.
Zenmemorial: Stillness, raised in honor of all that follows it, all that
came before it.
Zenmendous: Of the largeness of being, in the presence of being
oneself.
Zenmenity: A kindness offered, within the nature of kindness, as a
gesture to forget about kindness and act as kindness itself.
Zenmerize: To entrance, by encouraging sleep in a waking state and
awakening in a sleep state.
Zenmersion: Being drenched by what one has never been other than.
Zenmet: When spirits come out to meet each other in the other that
has been dissolved in acceptance in themselves.
Zenmetics: The art of enhancing the appearance of the invisible.
Zenministrator: The one in charge of making certain everything gets
done out of time.
Zenmiration: A sense of glowing appreciation, without any
particular object to shine it on.
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Zenmissible: Of that which occupies the space between forgotten
and unbegotten thoughts.
Zen Mitzvah: A ceremony to recognize one’s coming of agelessness.
Zenmobile: The vehicle to enlightenment, that breaks down on the
journey, but makes it home, in no time at all.
Zenmogony: The study of the root of originality at the root of its
origin.
Zenmonial: A celebratory dinner, held in honor of everyone being
full, with the guest speaker appreciated for his pregnant pauses.
Zenmonica: Playing harp music, hand to mouth, and blowing the
chance to be silent, wide open.
Zenmonition: An alert to pay attention to one’s vigilence in that
presence that stands just in front of the looking glass.
Zenmorph: To change the form of who one thought one was, into
who one is, formlessly.
Zenmortality: This moment, ad infinitum.
Zenmost: The furthest one can reach, without reaching.
Zenmosthenes: One who speaks a mouthful, even in stony silence.
Zenmotism: The stage where acting like a chicken is only another
example of one’s attachment to self.
Zenmoval: The taking away of anything not essential to one’s
identity.
Zenmower: That which removes everything in its path to get to the
ground level.
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Zenmulsion: A suspension of truth inside the truth.
Zenmunicate: To say it, so that it may go without saying.
Zenmunitions: What it takes to blow the concept of destruction to
smithereens.
Zenmusing: A pleasant aside on the subject of no subject at all.
Zen-mute: One who is able to hear nothing and not speak about it.
Zen-naked: The state of having one’s nakedness stripped away.
Zennances: Funding mentals, by a generous, anonymous foundation.
Zennatural: Whatever comes of whatever is, so that it is so.
Zennections: How one gets ahead, in a meeting of the minds on
sabbatical.
Zennel: Where to put one’s doggedness, so that it’s no longer leashed
to one’s possession.
Zenners: Those to whom the Zens of the father are passed.
Zennex: To connect with and contain the main building of one’s own
out-reaching.
Zenniversary: The same time, no matter when.
Zennubial: Of the self making love to the self, while forgetting to be
anything else.
Zennui: The thrill of being aware of the heart of reality even in the
midst of one’s boredom.
Zennybone: That part of the incorporeal self that helps one get a leg
up on pain by expressing one’s own internal joy.
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Zennybrook: A free-for-all that’s one-for-all and all-for-one, with
nothing at stake.
Zenobahn: The open road, with no speed limit, from the black forest
of self-doubt to the highest peak of self-recognition.
Zenoble: To raise oneself beyond being a royal pain in the ascot.
Zenobotic: Of things that act to prove the betrayal of their inherent
character.
Zenoccio: What one becomes when one’s nos get shorter, the more
one tells the truth.
Zenocculist: One who studies the nature of the I, looking for clear
vision.
Zenocence: The state of mind, that was the first state in the union of
the self, the first state to declare independence for all.
Zenocence: What came before the deflowering of the garden and
blossoms in its return to the garden.
Zenoceros: Whoever can stick his nose into reality and pierce its
hiding between moments.
Zenocious: Of the power of the energy no longer needed to vanquish
fear, doubt, and confusion.
Zenoclasm: The breaking, into tiny pieces, of the belief that true
reality is made of parts, separate from each other.
Zenocodile: What makes a fitting pair of shoes that don’t bite one’s
toes off.
Zenocracy: One breath, one vote for life.
Zenoculars: A device for recognizing, up close, what, without any
device whatsoever, seems more real.
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Zenoculate: To protect from the possibility of being bitten by
timeless, limitless existence.
Zenoculation: A shot in the harm.
Zenodyne: Whatever relieves the pain of being attached to pain as
one’s reality.
Zenoetry: The most powerful, most beautiful, truest words, in the
condition of their not having yet to be written.
Zenoffishness: An reticence in the drawing of personality profiles in
order to judge others.
Zen-of-hand: Now one see it, now one still sees it.
Zen-of-the-mill: The most ordinary, the true reality of all existence,
in one’s perfect being.
Zenogee: The farthest out one can go, while remaining within the
limitless.
Zenogenize: To make the milk of human kindness fit for human
beings.
Zenogogue: One place awareness is called upon and appreciated by
everyone who is present.
Zenographic: When the obscene and titillating are seen as masks of
their inherent truth and beauty.
Zenography: The story of, and the landscape of, one’s own
unmapped awareness.
Zenoholics Zenonymous: A one-step program, i.e., to retrace one’s
steps until there are no more steps outside who one is.
Zenoidance: The deliberate escape from any fear of imprisonment.
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Zenoist: Of one who thinks one is merely only another of life’s gift to
life itself.
Zenoism: The awareness of self that is larger than the self of
awareness.
Zenolistic: That form of healing that is more whole than holy and
more holy than whole.
Zenologue: A speech that requires no speaker, that needs no
audience, that rings true, and is beloved by all who listen with an
inner ear.
Zenology: The study of how the moment is passed down through its
generations.
Zenomaly: Whatever seems to belong, where everything belongs.
Zenomatic: Of whatever begins operating as soon as the operator is
discovered operating.
Zenomatographer: One who removes a film from reality.
Zen-one’s-cards-on-the-table: To lay out, in the game of life, all one
has, as a sure thing.
Zen-one’s-ground: To go where one has always been, to stay where
one has always been, to be what one has always been, to begin what
one is always beginning.
Zenonet: That which makes the point of its thrust, when
explosiveness has run out of its ammunition.
Zenonomy: The description of ups and downs by one who profits
from being by being oneself.
Zenonym: A word that is identical, in a completely different way.
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Zenophilia: The passionate love of awareness revealed as the
awareness of love itself.
Zenophyte: An expert at being a beginner in the experiencing of
innocence.
Zenopoly: The play of the free market, where owning nothing
ensures boundless and unending profit, and every player has a getout-of-jail-free card.
Zenopotamus: One who throws one’s weight around, until one is
weightless and floats free.
Zenopy: A shelter from the reign of terrors
Zenoquialism: A local remark in a universal tongue.
Zenorail: One way to get to the center, while seeming to ride above it
all.
Zenorandum:
messaging.
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Zenoration: The look in one’s face, when one recognizes who one is.
Zenordain: To see a thing occur in the future, as a thing of the past,
that’s only true in the present.
Zenorescence: A glow in the dark that, from within itself, sees no
darkness in its light.
Zenorexia: The tendency to let the body waste away to nothing, until
it becomes home to everything that occurs within it.
Zenor-league: Where minor and major are interchangeable, and there
are gifted players at every position, capable of playing a child’s game
at a consistent level of brilliance.
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Zen-or-not: What one says to oneself, when one is about to be who
one is.
Zenorology: Forecasting the whether or not, to be clear and sunny, as
usual.
Zenoroscope: A way of seeing through any obstruction, until the way
is clear.
Zenorrhage: The overflowing of any good thing.
Zenortunity: Whatever knocks at an open door.
Zenosaur: An extinct form of being, where being itself is without
extinction.
Zenoscenti: A know-it-all, who knows that all one knows is nothing
at all.
Zenosexuality: Formless intercourse that one engages in the spirit of,
without thinking.
Zenosophizing: As in, “I think, therefore, I think I is who I am.”
Zenosophy: A way of thinking, in which thinking there is a way, gets
in the way.
Zenospherics: Everything that goes into making the universe feel like
home.
Zenostomy: Another way to open what can't secrete its own essence.
Zenosyllabic: Of the entirety of the language of self-recognition.
Zenote: A brief reminder of mindless importance.
Zenouement: That moment, in the beginning of the end, where
everything becomes clear.
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Zenouette: The shape of oneself, defined by the shadow of doubt in
the dawning of awareness.
Zenouflage: The attempt to hide the truth of who one is from oneself.
Zenouncement: A way of proclaiming oneself, by standing up, in the
moment.
Zenouncement: How awareness is declared to the inattentive self,
that is still listening for it.
Zen-out: To suddenly not know that which is unnecessary for the
awareness of life itself.
Zenout: When things get so black, one can’t see anything but the
light.
Zenovation: Recognition of the creation of a newness within the
familiar.
Zenover: A seizing of business as usual.
Zenovers: A once main mean that remains to be consumed as the
main meal, in this new day.
Zenovision: A medium for transmitting the unimaginable to the
highly imaginative.
Zenozoic: The most present of all timeless eras.
Zenpack: To prepare for the end of a journey by arriving and shaking
off the dust of time.
Zenpactor: A way to compress what one thinks of as eternity, into
something momentary, so it is recognized as being just as timeless.
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Zenpagne: What one drinks to celebrate the moment, the moment
one begins to celebrate.
Zenpair: To mend the connection between being and doing by
recognizing its unbroken reality.
Zenpal: To whom one writes a letter that will arrive in the sending.
Zenpant: Of what spreads itself all over the place by occuring to be
constantly present.
Zenparative: Stacking one formless reality against another, to achieve
the unity of incomparable formlessness.
Zenpardize: To put at risk the very nature of uncertainty in order to
discover it whole.
Zenpartisan: Of one who can take sides in the undeclared war
between the recognition and the awareness of the essence of life itself.
Zenpatch: The true home of the self that says, “Throw me there, oh,
please, throw me there!”
Zenpathetic: To know the unknowable, to feel the unfelt, to have a
perfect ear for silence.
Zenpecked: Of a saint with no taint of complaint or restraint.
Zenped: Whatever is capable of putting one foot inside itself.
Zenpellent: What one uses to keep from being bitten by fear of the
love bug.
Zenpendage: What limb is to climb.
Zenpendicular: Of the right angle to take to rise above the surface of
a line drawn between any two halves of infinite space, so that above
the surface is geographically absurd.
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Zenpensation: Discovering a mountain of gold buried beneath the
gleam in one’s eye.
Zenperado: One on the run from the law of diminishing returns.
Zenperanto: The universal language everyone already knows.
Zenperbole: Exaggerating the silence in stillness to make a point
about pointlessness.
Zenperior: (see: Zenferior)
Zenpestuous: Of the volatility of the presence of awareness in the
presence of stolid thought.
Zenpetition: Where one jumps to a conclusion from the finish line.
Zenphanage: A place for children to find their origin in a world
crowded with homelessness.
Zenphasia: The loss of thought, in the middle of it being what it is.
Zenphasizing: Making forceful points that are indistinguishable from
the peaceful truth.
Zenphatic: RIGHT HERE, RIGHT NOW.
Zenphebetical: All in a row, set out to see.
Zenphecy: A foretelling of the present.
Zenphemy: To throw light and heat back in the face of the sun.
Zenphernalia: All the equipment needed to turn a pipe dream into
visionary lucidity.
Zenphiliac: One who makes love to love itself, by falling into the love
of his own reality.
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Zenphin: A diver of the deep that frolics on the surface as with a
porpoise.
Zenphobia: The fear of foreign thoughts taking up residence without
a proper welcome.
Zenpickle: What one gets into, by biting off more than one can
eschew.
Zenpilatory: What cleans the skin of thought, and with it, the
thought of skin.
Zenpin: The last to fall in a perfect game.
Zenpinion: A strongly held lack of judgmentalism.
Zenpipe: What one uses to inhale the purest air of exhaltation.
Zenpirical: Of what stands alone as proof of multiplicity within
identity, of what stands alone as proof of identity within multiplicity.
Zenpitious: Of the sense that things have always been better than
one ever thought possible.
Zenplace: Where the eternal flame burns away the ties that bind the
mind in time.
Zenplacent: Having nothing to be concerned about and everything to
be aware of.
Zenplated: Of an empty shell, abandoned by its occupier, to come
home first, by a hare.
Zenplementary: Of what might elicit a Zenpliment to one’s sense of
harmony.
Zenplenitude: The condition of having no more room for any more
emptiness.
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Zenplete: To make whole by removing whatever is not already a part
of the whole.
Zenplexity: The infinite, interwoven with the eternal.
Zenplication: A shard of clarity, broken off from translucent
awareness.
Zenplicitous: Of one held equally responsible, who, when found
innocent, gets a life sentence.
Zenplicitous: Caught in cahoots with revelation, a co-conspirator
with one’s own truth.
Zenploitation: Taking advantage of others, by using them as another
example of oneself.
Zenplomacy: A way of being, in which the elevated parts and the
substratum relate to each other without deference or condescension.
Zenploration: How the truth wanders into the heart of every
moment, no matter how far afield it may have been seen.
Zenplore: To go where no man has not been before.
Zenplosion: How awareness becomes bigger, becomes all there is,
becomes who one is.
Zenployment: The dispersal of there, so it can be located everywhere,
otherwise known as here.
Zen Pluribus Unum: One in One, More All For All.
Zenply: To indicate what needs no indication.
Zenpointed: Specific to what is universal.
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Zenpointment: Pick a moment, any moment, and one’s destiny has
been declared.
Zenponement: To put off, until now, what one thought, yesterday,
about today.
Zenponential: What one has in reserve to be what one is, without
reservation.
Zenponent: What goes into making a complete system of
interchangeable parts.
Zenpoo: What clear the tangles in the hairshirt of denying one’s
identity.
Zenpoon: To make light of emptiness to its face.
Zenporium: That place where, in oneself, one is the purchase of all
goods.
Zenport: What goes far, to become what belongs, here, where it finds
its home.
Zenportation: The appearance of something having been moved by
the power of its realization.
Zenposing: To have a presence that is noticeable to anyone who’s not
looking.
Zenposition: To place oneself in reality against the will of the wisp.
Zenposter: One who pretends to the throne one already commands
until one is exposed.
Zen apostle: One who follows the absence of a leader in the cause of
be-ing.
Zenpostulate: To propose a certainty as proof of a certitude.
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Zenpot: What one wins, when one bets it all on the original number
of the self.
Zenpotent: Lacking, or wanting to lack, the will to desire anything.
Zenpounded: Whatever is taken into one’s care for the safekeeping of
unrestricted freedom.
Zenpounder: One who confines freewheeling to the custody of its
original owners.
Zenpouring: A great movement, from one part of fulfillment to
another.
Zenpowered: To be driven, in full view, by forces beyond detection.
Zenprehend: To understand what is true to itself.
Zenpressions: That which precedes and supersedes the recognition
of one’s reality.
Zenprint: To leave a lasting impression ahead of itself.
Zenpromptu: Spontaneous reality, for example; a peach becoming a
peach tree.
Zenpulsion: An overwhelming urge to remain at peace in oneself,
regardless of circumstances.
Zenpulsively: How one becomes enlightened, on a moment’s notice.
Zenpulsory: Of the requirement that all being remain within its
innate reality.
Zenput: What goes into the outflow of empty awareness.
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Zenputation: The standing of one's selflessness among those who are
equally selfless.
Zenquake: The waves that spread out from the epicenter of absolute
stillness.
Zenqual: One who is the same as all others, in all their differences.
Zenqualified: Of those eminently present in the department of
missing persons.
Zenquator: A circle around the imaginary center of the real.
Zenqueath: To pass on awareness of inevitable wealth.
Zenquential: Something of nothing that follows from nothing that
came before it.
Zenquerade: The posing of the unmasked question.
Zenquest: The passionate pursuit of dispassion.
Zenquestrian: One who goes bareback, without being saddled by the
reins, while remaining in the stable.
Zenquet: The blooming, flowering, blossoming self, in the garden
where it rose.
Zenquette: One who flirts with awareness with open eyes and an
open heart.
Zenquidity: How emptiness becomes all that is, from nothing to a
solid state to an absolute reality of being in life itself.
Zenquinox: That which makes day and night as clear as night and
day.
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Zenquire: To look into the future of being present past one’s
questioning.
Zenquiry: A looking into looking out for oneself by looking the other
way in the mirror.
Zenquish: To overcome the forces of unbridled acceptance, by laying
waste to its refusal.
Zenquisition: Putting the question of self-doubt to rest with
unceasing relentlessness.
Zenquisition: When a thousand questions become one constant
clarity.
Zenquisitive: Of one who seeks the end to all questions, without
asking.
Zenquor: Distilled spirits that still the spirit, when one is already
high.
Zenrageous: Of whatever is abnormal about one’s commonality.
Zenramicist: One who turns clay into an art by molding the past into
its future in the present.
Zenranged: Said of one who has no relationship with the mind of
one’s insanity.
Zenrangement: The centerpiece of what flowers in awareness.
Zenraveling: Of the knitted sleeve of caring about arms and the man.
Zenreal: Of any reality that seems more real when its reality is a
seeming of the real.
Zenrection: Whatever is engorged in its transformation from
eliminator to progenitor.
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Zenrhosis: Whatever is caused by an attachment that prompts the
freedom from that attachment.
Zenrichment: The personal wealth available in the moment of the
recognition of the absolute failure of accumulation.
Zenring: Radiant, eddying, to encircle the center from within.
Zenroberate: To confirm, by discovering no difference between the
evidence and the truth of the matter.
Zenrock: The foundation upon which doubt and fear are found to be
unfounded.
Zenrode: To eat away at the surface, until one’s depth is exposed.
Zenrogenous: Of any area of the body stimulated by kissing the
desire for its distraction goodbye.
Zenrolled: Of one who has signed up for being on no list and thereby
enlists in the roster of non-signatories.
Zenroneous: To be thought to be in error and to make no mistake
about it.
Zenrophyll: How the sun starts to leave the earth green.
Zenrousal: The awakening, in one’s sleep, to the conscious awareness
of illusion.
Zenrunner: One who follows the path of lost resistence to its finish.
Zenrupled: How peace adds up when one becomes aware of its
reality.
Zenruption: The sudden appearance, on the surface, of the deepest
layers of the overflow.
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Zensack: What seekers of the truth carry the truth in, on the journey
toward it.
Zensage: Moments of silence in stillness that pass from one to one
and back again.
Zensassin: One who intentionally kills time, so it can be born again.
Zensation: An extraordinary impression of nothing in particular.
Zensation: Any sudden awareness of stillness.
Zensation: The measure, taken within a thought-free mind.
Zensational: Of the first time one part of the identical is recognized
by any other part of the identical.
Zensatz: Reality, passing itself off as real, as one thinking one is
human, when nothing could be less far from the truth.
Zensavory: Of the taste of the world, to the self that has no brief
hunger for it.
Zenscape: Wherever one looks, there one is, being who one is,
looking or not.
Zenscaper: One who designs the visual rearrangement of the
physical into a more accurate representation of itself.
Zenscendo: A steady and gradual rise of the reality of being itself.
Zenscience: The awareness that operates within the mind; the reality
the mind recognizes, when it forgets itself.
Zenscious: To be acutely aware, in the moment to moment
functioning of alertness.
Zensconced: Being placed securely in the center of one’s eternity.
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Zenscraper: A building so high it touches the sky from above its
place on earth.
Zenscription: What’s filled out, to empty one’s pockets of pain.
Zenscription: Words written in the wind on the water.
Zensected: Of what is cut open to reveal the wholeness within.
Zenselage: The glue that binds what had been thought to be outside
the envelope.
Zensemble: A coming together, so inherent oneness is revealed to
those with eyes to see and ears to hear themselves in harmony with
every other part of their wholeness.
Zenseminate: To fertilize or distribute, by real or artificial means,
that which is already fertile, to everyone who already has it, within
them, to receive what is theirs to come out with.
Zensensus: An internal agreement that is all-inclusive, no matter
who’s asking.
Zenseptic: Removed of taint or unhealthy influence, such as the
concept of attainable purity.
Zensequence: The result of living well, within one’s inherent
meaning-lessness.
Zenserk: Where one goes to be found sane, when one’s mind is lost
for good.
Zenservation: Action that ensures the eternal is reusable.
Zenservation: The intention to keep and maintain the true self, as
close to its natural self as its wholeness will allow.
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Zenservationist: One who supports the protection of the wilderness
in the heart of civilization.
Zenservative: A believer in the traditional rights of the universe.
Zensexual: Of the innate ability to procreate with everyone else in the
same moment of joy.
Zenshadow: How sunlight announces its coming in the dark.
Zenshed: The area of influence created by an ever-widening
presence.
Zenshee: One who has a wail of a time in the heart of the moment of
joy.
Zenshevik: A radical who challenges the old order by his adherence
to the revolution of the ongoing unchangeable reality.
Zenshift: A hastily formed reality, so close to real, that if it were real,
would be real.
Zenshine: The Zenlight, direct and reflected, seen to be the same as
its one’s illumination.
Zenshirt: A garment for mortification of the body that feels so good it
replaces the skin like nothing at all.
Zenshoe: A private eye who looks for clues in the deepest part of the
impersonal within himself.
Zenshore: Where the boundless ocean of the self laps at the brink of
one’s continence.
Zenshroud: A wrapping for those who've left the grave behind on
their way to realizing eternity.
Zensic: The discipline of letting go of all training.
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Zensical: Of how close awareness is to the feather of an eagle
imaging a cloud.
Zenside: Where the ocean of the self welcomes itself back home.
Zenside: Where those who always win, do so by forfeiting their goal
of victory.
Zenside down: Also known as Zenside up.
Zensiderable: Of any amount large enough for one to absorb or be
absorbed into.
Zensiderate: Of one who shows little sympathy, where none is
appropriate.
Zensign: To pass on one’s wisdom, by leaving it all within the
provenance of its inherency.
Zensignia: What distinguishes lacking a uniform from simple nudity.
Zensilier: One who rifles through warfare, to find a certain peace.
Zensimile: An exact reproduction, more like the original than it can
ever know.
Zensinuate: To imply greatness, where anything more or less would
still be true.
Zensip: Casual rumors about truth in the self, that turn out to be true.
Zensipate: To spread here and now, far and wide.
Zensipid: When all uncertain characteristics are washed out and
rendered unimportant.
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Zensire: What any part, of one’s being beauty itself, feels toward any
other part of one’s beautiful being.
Zensistency: Being the same as one is, while all others around one
remain the same as they are.
Zensistent: Of one who aids in the discovery of what one alone is
privy to.
Zensistor: A component of the motherboard, capable of staying
current within its own functionality.
Zensitivity: An acute tenderness, in nothing to be bothered by.
Zensity: True emptiness, in the moment of being, when it’s thought
of as a kind of emptiness.
Zenskinned: Deeply within reach; immediately fathomless.
Zenslide: How one’s mountain of doubt admits its true nature, in
stony silence.
Zenslist: The best students, as compiled by each one’s inherent
ranking.
Zenslovakia: Where one Czechs in at the beginning, before Czeching
out at the end, while remaining in Czech.
Zensmitten: Of the conscious mind that has fallen in love with its
true self and can’t get up to its old tricks.
Zen-soaked: Of one who is inundated by eternity.
Zensolated: To be stuck being one, in the endless openness of
oneness.
Zensolidate: To come together in the release of one’s corporate
holdings.
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Zensolute: To be unshakably vibrant.
Zensommé: The essence; extracted and heated to its original
temperature, by anyone who consummates its creation.
Zensomnia: The habit of falling awake at the slightest stillness.
Zensona: The form of one’s being, that one presents to the world, as
true to one’s formless being, as formlessness will allow.
Zensonance: Essential agreement, even among the non-essential and
the disagreeable.
Zensonberry: In the making of the pie, that part of it, that is what it
is, without getting crusty about it.
Zensonic: Of what arrives as fast as one hears of it.
Zensonnel: All those who go to work at nothing doing, for which
they are compensated by becoming something done.
Zensophagus: The throat of joy, unobstructed by food for thought or
words to chew on.
Zenso-ran: One who comes in first, in the race to be home at last.
Zensorbency: The quality of being that takes into its nature the
nature of everything it is.
Zensorious: Of the idea that what’s wrong will condemn itself, by its
very nature, to the truth of what it is.
Zenspacial: Of the way the distance between one thing and another
is the same.
Zenspangled: Deep in the cloth, like night in the sky, like sky in the
eye of the night.
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Zenspattered: When spots and drops of nothing are scattered across
the face of emptiness.
Zenspect: To look closely, until the seer becomes the seen, and vice
versa.
Zenspector: One who searches for the source of the search, by
cleverly not looking anywhere beyond the source.
Zenspenders: Those who cannot budget awareness, yet never run
out of funs.
Zenspensary: The place to go to pick up the proscription for one’s
mendication.
Zenspensible: Of what cannot be lived without, within oneself.
Zenspensive: Of the cost of deconstructing one’s dream house into its
completed reality.
Zensperation: Of anything that encourages freedom from one’s
attachment to the visible world, with no visible exertion.
Zenspiracy: When two heads are better in none.
Zenspire: To draw upon the spirit, as an artist draws upon the
canvas.
Zenspondant: One who walks onto the scene with a no-pen mind
and the write stuff.
Zensponsible: Of one who cares to be carefree.
Zensponsive: Not recognizing any difference between stimuli, while
being continually amazed and astonished.
Zenspresso: A concentration that will wake one up, put one at ease,
and give one pause.
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Zenssors: An instrument for cutting the ties that bind the heart to its
self-denial.
Zenstable: The home of the four horses of the apocalypse, when
they’ve been put out to pasture.
Zenstack: Where one finds the point of the search, by making sun,
where the hay shines.
Zenstacles: Things that get in the way of confusion and doubt.
Zenstain: To turn away from avoidance.
Zenstalgia: A touching fondness for the present.
Zenstall: To put in place what belongs where it is.
Zenstallment: A payment plan, made by innate being, on one’s
behalf, to purchase one’s attention on the reality of what one owns,
whenever one takes it home to oneself.
Zenstance: Any moment that dissolves into its nature, in an ongoing
and obvious way.
Zenstantiate: To prove who one is, by eliminating everything one is
not.
Zenstantly: How promptly now becomes this, when it incorporates
then and that.
Zenstasy: The state of being that absorbs the boundaries of joy to an
indistinct whole.
Zenstatic: Of one who remains actively still, while remaining still
active.
Zenstein: One who imagines any theory, and subsequently offers
proof of its origin.
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Zenstellation: That portion of the heavens in the center of every
stargazer’s vision.
Zenster: A vehicle that, as quickly as possible, ends its separation
from the finish line.
Zenster: An innocent, dressed up as a deathless force, in order to
collect sweetness, that, mask-free, it will consume at home.
Zensteria: A common reaction to the loss of faith in anxiety.
Zenstetrition: One who presides over the reality of birth and death,
simultaneously conceived.
Zenstigate: To trigger serenity in the midst of overwhelming
peacefulness.
Zenstill: To put into place the ongoing reality, before which, and
beyond which, only it exists.
Zenstinctive: Of an innate inclination to be what one is, without
effort or intention.
Zenstitution: The basic structure of being in at the beginning and
ready to go all the way.
Zenstone: The rarest, most precious jewel, as common as the
ampersands of the desert; as in this grain & this grain & this grain &
this grain…
Zenstop: The pivotal player in the Zenfield; the one who can best
turn a double into a single.
Zenstoration: The act of building back up to its original stature, the
undiminished moment.
Zenstraction: When
recognizability.
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Zenstraint: What holds one back from diminution and limitation.
Zenstralia: Where every one is an island unto themselves, until they
are feeling continental.
Zenstrate: To cut off doubt, before it can reproduce itself.
Zenstretch: The part of the race, away from its start, when one is
coming home, by returning to the starting place.
Zenstrewn: Of when awareness is cast about, hither and yon,
higgledy-piggledy.
Zenstribution: How the moments of being are scattered among all
other moments, as sunlight is scattered among the rays.
Zenstring: What can be plucked, by the heart, for its own pleasure.
Zenstrobe: A beam of light moving rhythmically and erratically on
the surface of the sun.
Zenstroke: When being in the sun inclines one to shine.
Zenstruate: To be present with the outpouring of the unending flow.
Zenstruation: A kind of letting go with the flow.
Zenstructive: Of the breakdown of the eternal, in the acceptance of
reality as infinitely disparate.
Zenstrument: A tool for adjusting the form of address one takes to
suit oneself.
Zenstrumental: Of what plays in tune with its creation.
Zenstrung: When it all together falls apart into nothing other than
itself, wholly rent.
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Zenstruse: Of what can only be seen through by becoming
profoundly apparent.
Zensuasion: Empty talk, neither here nor there, that’s about nothing
in particular, that doesn’t amount to anything, that cuts to the quick
of the matter.
Zensultation: Free advice, given from awareness, by awareness, to
the recognizer of awareness, about the true nature of awareness, as
one becomes aware, within one’s awareness.
Zensume: To eat with gusto even the absence of food and the hunger
for it.
Zensummate: Of the finest example of the uniqueness of whatever it
happens to be.
Zensumption: Taking nourishment from goodness, for the greater
good.
Zensupial: What branches out, by leaps and bounds, even when
monkeying around.
Zensurance: Protection against accidents happening, by guaranteeing
their occurrence.
Zensure: The process of exposing the interplay of light and dark,
while revealing the true character of both.
Zensurrection: An overthrowing of conflict, by the encompassing
arms of acceptance.
Zenswer: The response to the riddle of the ages, after time has
expired.
Zentable: A measure of the awareness present within the mind that
is unconscious of its immeasurable awareness.
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Zentachment: How the universal gets along, without losing contact
with the details.
Zentactfulness: The common social graces of any form of grace itself.
Zentagious: How anything that lives within its nature becomes
identified with what it’s attached to, as a disease is not a disease,
until it’s caught, when what’s true is always true, and can only be
caught by itself.
Zentagonist: The innate self, stepping forward as the lead player in a
one-being show.
Zentailment: Bringing to an end the limitations of one’s limitations.
Zentain pen: A writing instrument that works best when it runs out
of th’ ink.
Zentain: Whatever puts forth a constant flow that returns back to
itself.
Zentaineer: One who rides atop the rock of Sisyphus.
Zentainer: Whatever holds everything and anything within its form.
Zental: Of thought that springs from no priorthought.
Zentaliate: To get back at one’s enemies by leaving their desires and
animosities to them.
Zentalics: What one puts around whatever one feels has been
sentenced to being overlooked or misinterpreted.
Zentalism: The application of non-thought to the discovery of the
origin of all thought.
Zentamination: The effect of one unheld thought in a billion.
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Zentaneous: The sudden bursting into life of life itself.
Zentaneous: To occur, without prompting, at any stage in the play of
life.
Zentangled: Of one no longer caught in the throes of grappling with
holding onto grasping.
Zentank: Where the fuel is kept that propels one’s karma to its
destination.
Zentard: To slow the loss of heat and light by removing the absence
of fuel from the fire.
Zentastic: High praise, that flows back to the source that generates
and receives it.
Zentata: How one’s love can be sung, even when it’s not acted out.
Zentative: The unending reality that might occur or might not.
Zentato: What has eyes that witness the peeling away of its
attachments.
Zentator: Whoever rules out domination over anything, with
irresistable fervor.
Zentax: How wordlessness fits into a phrase, a sentence, a paragraph,
a book, a library, and still supports proper usage.
Zenteau: Where one tables one’s rise above the plain truth in the
region of one’s origin.
Zentebrae: What goes into forming the spine of a transient being.
Zentecedent: The ongoing self that comes before one arrives in place
of one’s generation.
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Zentection: The fortuitous finding of clues by the deliberately
clueless.
Zentective: Whoever has found the solution to the head case.
Zenteen: One who acts one’s agelessness.
Zentegrate: To bring into union the separated parts of the indivisible.
Zentegrity: Of one who is one, while being one of two or more.
Zentellectual: One who believes the self of the mind is a child’s
fictitious friend.
Zentelligible: Of what can be deciphered by the absence of thought,
in one who speaks without making a sound.
Zentemplation: The focusing of undifferentiated vision into a diffuse
entirety.
Zentemporaneous: Of what occurs in the same moment as anything
and everything that also occurs in the same moment.
Zentence: What subjects an object to a period of completion in the
recognition of its ending.
Zentender: One who offers one’s spirit to the thirsty, so they may
drink of themselves.
Zentensive: A gathering of like-mindless seekers, to no purpose
whatsoever.
Zentente: How one nation resolves its differences with and within
itself.
Zentential: The inborn capacity for the innate fullness of eternal
being.
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Zententious: Of a mulishness that even when making an ass of itself,
holds onto the mane idea.
Zententment: Being at peace, in the way one might be at war.
Zenterest: Earnings from boundless, unlimited wealth.
Zenteresting: Of what appeals to an insatiably curious mind, free of
its demands upon itself.
Zenterface: To meet, one on one, when and where there is no other.
Zentergeist: A spirit that knocks over doubts, suddenly turns the
light on ignorance, and makes objects move out of duality.
Zenterial: The main road to the center, with unlimited detours, that
all lead to the center.
Zenterior: That part of the entryway that opens in, on the outside,
and out, on the inside.
Zenterminal: Of what seems endless, until it becomes one’s
conscious reality, when it becomes momentarily endless.
Zenternational: What passes between countries for the
understanding of the difference between here and here, at home,
wherever one is.
Zenternative: The choice between who one is being and being who
one is.
Zenternet: A way for all the airwaves to be one with each other
across oceans of space.
Zenternment: To find oneself in a hopeless condition of inescapable
freedom.
Zenter-of-gravity: What keeps the body grounded in motionlessness.
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Zenterpiece: A display at the center, that enhances its surroundings.
Zenterpret: To speak in other words, i.e., to embody the meaning of
the meaningless.
Zenterranean: Of what lies beneath the surface and surfaces above
that which lies below.
Zenterrestrial: Of those who knows, from experience, that outer
space is right here, right now, in the relativity of their arrival.
Zenterruption: The sudden awareness of the reality of whatever it is.
Zentertainment: The multiplicity of activities provided by the
momentary absence of desire.
Zentervention: Coming between anything and anything else by
ending the addictive difference between them.
Zentestate: To discover one is without a will, as one becomes the
inheritor of all that is.
Zentestines: The guts to digest the end of hunger and pain.
Zentextural: Of the interwoven nature of all intricate complexities,
into a transparent, formless whole, that exists only within this
timeless moment, like oneself, for example.
Zenthal: Capable of bringing life to a beginning, as an end in itself.
Zen-the-bag: That feeling of absolute confidence when nothing is
sure.
Zen-the-buck: To pass on any responsibility for one’s selflessness.
Zen-the-dark: From which the light is visible to the naked I.
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Zenthedral: A building that passes for any other as a gathering place
for grace and freedom.
Zentheism: The faith in nothing and everything, with equal fervor
and devotion.
Zentheless: How more can be realized, in spite of itself.
Zen-the-market: To look to purchase what one already has, with
funds one has in abundance.
Zen-the-meantime: Of what doesn’t come and go, but remains,
whether the time is mean or not.
Zenthentic: As the relationship between cowboy and horse is an
example of unity in a dualistic reality.
Zenthesis: A proposal that contains its opposite, in a coherent unity.
Zenthetic: Of what is made up out of holey cloth.
Zenthology: A rich compilation of challenging and satisfying stories
that go deep into the heart of nowhere, in language that speaks
volumes.
Zenthing: If it isn’t one thing, it’s neither.
Zen Thing: As in the song, Zen Thing, I think I love you.
Zenthong: The sound made while gliding from one vowel to another
while remaining in consonance with both.
Zenthopology: The recognition of formlessness in fossils and relics to
be formed later.
Zenthority: Any spokesmodel for the lack of attachment to whatever
can be seen or heard.
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Zenthoven: The composer of all of Beethoven’s finest works.
Zenthrift: One who spends no time bargaining for a fortune in riches
one already possesses.
Zenthropomorphizing: Of the tendancy to recognize all forms, by
first recognizing their intrinsic formlessness.
Zenticement: What teases everything toward itself.
Zenticipation: The sense that what’s always been true is about to
happen.
Zenticipatory: A sense of the scent of the unsent.
Zenticipatory: Of the expectation that something is about to be
already true.
Zenticular: Of a detail that reveals the entirety, so the entirety is seen
in its immediate reality.
Zenticulation: The expansion of what’s already known, by the one
doing the asking.
Zentificate: What one receives upon graduating from the limited
belief in explicit knowledge.
Zentification: To find common ground within oneness.
Zentifreeze: What keeps movement still being itself.
Zentiful: Of the length
narrowmindedness.
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Zentige: Honor that comes to those who carry honor within them for
all of life itself.
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Zentigency: What depends on the occurrence of one thing and
another for a show of their unbroken continuity.
Zentihero: One who frees oneself from thoughts of one’s own
heroism.
Zentilation: What occurs in the opening of the windowless window
and the throwing wide of the doorless door.
Zentilever: Whatever raises the subject, without any objection.
Zentillion: A dance celebrating the coming of age of innocence.
Zentimacassar: Where one places one’s head to ensure a mind at rest.
Zentimate: Someone with whom one has been unknowingly and
irrevocably in tune.
Zen-time: To arrive at the exact moment one gets here.
Zentimental: Of any fleeting emotional attachment to nothing.
Zentimeter: One
immeasurable.
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Zentination: The here and now that goes where one is and appears
when one arrives as one is.
Zentinent: Of the capability of holding oneself in a lack of control,
when everything wants to come out as it will.
Zentinental: That body of being, that runs from ocean to ocean in the
heart of the oceanic self.
Zentinuation: The connectedness of one thing leading to another, as
this side of the world leads to the other.
Zentique: Any truth that’s old enough to be ageless.
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Zentism: A ceremony of initiation wherein wetness is introduced to
water.
Zentissimo: Of anything so quiet it becomes one with quiet itself and
can still be heard loud and clear.
Zentistry: The cleaning, repairing, and removing of any partial or
broken truth that has lost its bite.
Zentitious: Of a revealing account of the imaginary façade of the
truth.
Zentitoxin: What spoils what’s bad and renders it nutritious.
Zentive: To be so busy with being as one is, one forgets who it is
others think one is, until they forget one’s name, and one is finally
known for who one truly is.
Zentivity: Directed play toward its own fervent cessation.
Zentled: To be shaken to a calmness.
Zentment: What one rubs on an aching urgency, in a desire for
release from its itch.
Zentnik: An outcast from the society of conformity and nonconformity.
Zentodian: One in charge of cleaning up the empty office of self
employment.
Zen-to-earth: Of one grounded in the spirit.
Zentography: The science of You Are Here!
Zentomime: To practice the illusion of having a form and the illusion
of being in control of it, while climbing out of boxes and walking
through walls.
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Zentonese: A foreign sounding dialect, unnoticed by those who
speak it.
Zentonniere: Where an empty hole becomes a flower, and the flower
becomes the empty hole.
Zentoo: The spur of the moment decision that can never be removed,
except by the original artist.
Zentoonish: How the denial of self-recognition looks to the self that
knows the real superhero.
Zen-to-rest: To end to be, i.e., to be what’s endless in being.
Zentort: A negative that travels from the mouth to the ear of the one
who utters it.
Zentortionist: Anyone so limber he can remove his ahead from his
behind and pull his here out of his there, to a t.
Zentosterone: What gives awareness the boost to perform, in a large
way, everywhere it come into being.
Zentouchable: Of a caste indistinguishable from all others, except in
the virtue of its universality.
Zentour: The way past an absence of surface to reach what lays down
and lies down the road.
Zentra: Words, unspoken again and again, until all language is
drawn into its subtext.
Zentracized: Left alone in union with all others.
Zentraction: Having a good grip on letting go.
Zentractor: One who oversees construction of great vistas where lots
of emptiness had been.
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Zentrail: What one follows to the center, by retracing one’s steps in
any direction.
Zentrance: The way out, that opens in.
Zentrant: One who is prepared to start to finish running in circles.
Zentrapment: The deliberate act of inflicting freedom on anyone,
including oneself.
Zentravenous: Of the tranfusion of one’s life into life itself.
Zentrepreneur: One who continually begins new business, with no
prior experience at success or failure.
Zentribution: A gift that makes giving receiving.
Zentributor: One responsible for spreading around what’s available
everywhere.
Zentricate: To remove oneself from the complications of one’s
entanglements by recognizing one’s freedom in their place.
Zentricide: To kill the very thought of death, by shutting off its heir
supply.
Zentricity: A characteristic of one who is even taken for odd.
Zentricular: The way things aorta be.
Zentriever: What brings back every bone of contention to its loving
master.
Zentrification: The upgrading in the heart of the city of the self.
Zentrifugal: Of the force that pulls one toward the center, the more
one spins out of control.
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Zentriloquism: A voice outside oneself, that speaks from within
oneself, that no matter how odd it sounds, is more familiar than one’s
own.
Zentrition: The wearing away of the erosion of truth in the heart.
Zentrivance: A device designed to render itself unnecessary.
Zentroleum: A thick form of a thin form of an even thinner form that
evaporates and empowers one to move away from any dependency
on its form.
Zentrolling: Not allowing total freedom to go about unaccompanied.
Zentrolman: One who pounds a beat, until one is arrested, relieved
of one’s uniform, and no longer has to show a badge to be seen in the
authority of his station.
Zentronaut: One who gets around the world by leaving its limited
atmosphere.
Zentronically: How things work in form, when formlessness is the
defining force of function, as electricity uses a toaster to make toast.
Zentrophe: An indication of possession and contraction, with no
apparent difference between them.
Zentrophobic: Of one who habitually stays away from fear.
Zentrophy: A state of being, in which deprivation slowly wastes
away.
Zentropolitan: Of a large gathering place of the most kinds of all the
many and various sorts of the forms of being itself.
Zentropy: The tendency for the degredation of awareness to slowly
run down to a uniformity.
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Zentrospective: One who looks deep within, to see what inhabits the
furthest reaches of the present moment.
Zentrospective: Whoever casts his thinking into the blazing fire of
being taken to heart.
Zentrothed: To be committed to the marriage of opposites, in the
recognition of their declared identical nature.
Zentrum: Of the leap into the unknown, that knows where it’s going.
Zentrust: To hold open the estate of the eternal heart for all those
who are born within its heritage.
Zentrust: What is given to one who has taken nothingness for
granted.
Zentsy: Of one who is brainless and senseless in the realm of the ego.
Zen tu: What a roamin’ leader says to his brutal introduction to
eternal stillness.
Zentually: Coming soon, has always been here, and can’t be left
behind.
Zentuberance: What sticks out from the vast tranquility of
undisturbed acceptance.
Zentudinous: Of the greatest quantity in the nature of abundance.
Zentuitous: Of one who has all the luck, and therefore has no need
for more.
Zenturate: To let flood, with awareness, everything within
consciousness.
Zenturbation: To cause the self to rise, within itself, to release its
essence.
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Zenturbing: Of that which upsets the apathy-cart.
Zenture: Any movement toward stillness from a decisive surrender.
Zenturgical: Of the prayers and songs that rise up in the service of
their congregation.
Zenturnal: Of what thrives in the dark night of the soul, in the dawn
of being, in the light of being itself.
Zentury: The amount of time between time was and time being.
Zentusion: The bruising of one’s ego, by a blow to the bone of
contention, leading to a swelling of sanguinity.
Zentyr: One who sacrifices himself for nothing and no reason, at
great personal loss, for the greater gain of all, including oneself.
Zentzpah: The quality of daring in the bold expression of stillness.
Zenual: Of what stays in, one year, and stays in, the next.
Zenuating: Of any mitigation caught in the margins of infinite surety.
Zenucate: To teach the unteachable, by elucidating the unlearnable.
Zenuch: One who lives happily in a harem of unattached desires.
Zenuesque: The shape of all forms, within the formlessness in which
they appear.
Zenufacture: To produce the moment of awareness, again and again,
until it’s available in all the stores of consciousness.
Zenuilotine: A tool for accentuating the difference between one’s life
and life itself.
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Zenuine: Of anything that emits, from direct experience, its
unknowable reality.
Zenuity: A hedge against the illusion of futures.
Zenular: Of the nature of the salt of the earth, sprinkled among the
spices of life, on the tongue of genuine awareness.
Zenulation: Wanting to be like the original, by being perfectly true to
who one is.
Zenulment: The canceling of the unnecessary marriage between
oneself and one’s true self.
Zenultaneous: Of any coincidence so remarkable, it can’t be
subdivided into separate parts.
Zenumphant: Of great success in the detachment from judgment, as
the horizon rises to its full stature, each and every day.
Zenunciation: The proper shaping of language into the speaking of
the unknowable truth.
Zen-under-the-collar: Aware of the limitations of anger, enough to
fire it, to let it go, to release it from its duties.
Zenundrum: Where have all the questions gone?
Zenuous: Of the taut, muscular nature of awareness, that stretches
from the end of the last thought to the beginning of the next thought,
without resting on either.
Zenuous: Of that which can’t stay connected to possessiveness.
Zen-up: An exercise that strengthens the belly of the beast to its
disappearance.
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Zenuppance: As in a quiet calm; the perfect squelch of the desire for
humiliation.
Zenurious: Being without a penny for anyone’s thoughts.
Zenuropathic: Of the reduction of the other to a disappearance, in the
healing of the belief in otherness.
Zenuscript: The fully realized, unwritten autobiography of the
universe, available in the heart of everyone who hasn’t read it.
Zenus-delecti: A body not found where no crime has been
committed.
Zenustration: How what’s unseen becomes visible to the naked eye.
Zenvailable: What can be had in the having, i.e., the lucid awareness
of everything.
Zenvalanche: A mountain of doubt and fear that comes crashing
down on itself.
Zenvalid: When the shelf life doesn’t match the expiration date; that
part of one’s identity that lives beyond what can be bought and sold.
Zenvantes: One who tilts at mind-wills.
Zenvaporate: To disappear in air, like the bird of paradise, when it is
discovered nesting in one’s heart.
Zenvas: The background, upon which the infinite has painted itself.
Zenvasion: A force that sweeps down on the upraised spirit.
Zenvasion: The sudden appearance of a great force of awareness
upon one’s consciousness.
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Zenvenge: When the absence of thought takes root in the mind of the
one who prompts it.
Zenvenient: So within reach, it’s unreachable; the tip of one’s finger
to that same finger.
Zenvent: Where those who are committed to the truth of being none
the wiser for their habits.
Zenvention: A gathering where all the partiers are party to the party
of the first part.
Zenventional: The same old, same new.
Zenventor: One who creates what has never been created before,
because it has never not existed.
Zenventory: The entire available reality, broken down into an
endless supply.
Zenvenue: Revenue from wealth that’s unlimited in the profit to
one’s well-being.
Zenvergence: A point of coming together in the recognition of
ubiquity.
Zenversify: To spread oneself thin enough to see through oneself.
Zenversity: Where one is granted a degree of higher yearning.
Zenvertebrate: Whatever no longer needs a backbone, when it
realizes it is a source of unlimited courage.
Zenvertible: What speeds in the heart, when the roof is off, the sun is
out, and the road ahead is wide open.
Zenvertisement: How true being seeks the attention of itself from
itself in who one is.
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Zenvery: The accoutrements of bareback riding without a horse.
Zenvestigate: To search the heart for any unarrested contradiction.
Zenvestite: Being, in a form it wants to undress.
Zenvestor: One who puts everything one has into everything one is.
Zenvex: The shape of the self in surrender to its enlarged reality.
Zenviator: One who takes flight in the moment one’s fear is
ungrounded.
Zenvice: A tool for transfixing the thought of brokenness.
Zenviction: The belief that letting go of holding onto ideas works to
the advantage of ideation.
Zenvident: As clear as mud is made of soil and water.
Zenviderci: See ya now.
Zenvidious: The idea that one can side-step self-evasion in the truth
of who one is.
Zenvigorating: Bracing, like a run in the pure snow of the open spirit,
like a plunge in the warm pool of the embracing spirit.
Zenvination: Foretelling the future of the past, as it occurs in the
present.
Zenvincing: Of the nature of true identity being without any
convincing counterfeit.
Zenvious: Of the desire to be just like whatever one finds to be just
like who one is.
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Zenvisible: That which can’t be seen by anyone who refuses to admit
they are in its presence.
Zenvitation: A little voice that tells one, that when one stops leaving,
one is coming home.
Zenvival: To recall what has never left, by looking forward to what
never leaves.
Zenvivial: To bring back to life what never dies.
Zenvocation: A meeting of the like-minded in the occurrence of their
common identity.
Zenvocation: A calling out from the center, to all who’ve never left,
to stay right where they are.
Zenvoidance: Staying away from what’s not self-evident, until it is
everywhere apparent.
Zenvoke: To call into doubt what renders the argument moot, and
then calling out for pizza.
Zenvolity: Lighthearted play that is a joy to itself, in a disengaging
sort of way.
Zenvoluntary: What occurs without will or effort; overwhelming the
illusion of will and effort.
Zenvolution: How truth becomed a theory that tests those who deny
its reality.
Zenvotee: Any true disciple to the mastery of having no master at all.
Zenvotion: Deep recognition of the inherent reality of dedication,
wherein it disappears into being recognized as at one with its ends.
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Zenvoyant: Of one who can see beyond the past and prior to the
future.
Zenvulsion: A fit of delight in the seizure of the moment.
Zenvura: Making light of billiance.
Zenvy: The burning desire in the self to become what the self already
is.
Zenward: The direction of the transmission and the reception of
recognition.
Zenwary: Of one hesitant to be apprehensive.
Zenwashed: The state of having an empty mind, cleansed of its
attachments, as good as new.
Zen-way: A sign that one is heading in the right directionlessness.
Zenwether: An indicator of whatever is coming to pass through now.
Zenwich: The truth of being itself, packed between slices of thought.
Zenwilder: To cause to wander off the path of confusion.
Zenwit: One who is as wise as a Zenius, where wisdom is so
constant, it’s irrelevant.
Zenwitched: To be cast under a spell of good fortune, by becoming
free of the arcane.
Zenwow: A celebratory gathering of those who are native to
themselves.
Zenword: That which comes before that which forms the body of that
which remains.
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Zenybody: One who sticks his forbearance into everyone else’s
affairs.
Zenyer: One who makes his case by calling for the recognition of
innocence.
Zenyngitis: Inflammation of the Zenynx, in which one’s grave
coughin’ is no longer a life and death question.
Zenyon: A space between two forms, filled by the presence of a
steady current, where one can put one’s foot in the same river, as
many second times as one wants.
Zenywhere: The expansion of contraction in which nowhere becomes
now here.
Zenzyme: That which acts as a catalyst to its own fulfillment.
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